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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
Report to Board of Directors 
June 1984 
RECOr+tENDATIONS 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
JUNE 19-21, 1984 
AGENDA ITEM 130 
Reco111nendation #1: That the ANA Board of Directors ,issue a public statement 
regarding its concern and position about the health care 
needs of the lesbian/gay population and direct that the 
statement be circulated to the ANA Division for Governmental 
Affairs for appropriate use in lobbying activities in an 
effort to assure increased funding for research and services 
for this population. 
Reconmendation #2: That the ANA Board of Directors endorse, via a letter of 
support and other appropriate means, the educational and 
research activities of the National Gay Health Education 
Foundation. 
Reconmendation #3: That the ANA Board of Directors support the concept of 
establishing a liaison relationship between the Cabinet on 
Human Rights and the NGHEF to explore mutual interests and 
concerns. 
Reconmendation #4: That the ANA Board of Directors forward these acticns to the 
state nurses' associations in order that ANA menbers can 
lend appropriate support to local, state and regional acti-
vities. 
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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
cabinet on Human Rights 
Statement on Health Care for a Population at Risk 
The American Nurses' Association Resolution on Sexual Life Style and Human 
Rights and the Cqde for Nurses speak broadly to civil rights and the rights 
for health care. 1 However, at this tiJ!Je, there is continuing discrimination in 
health ca.re experienced by members of the lesbian/gay minority population who 
constitute approximately 10 percent of the total population of this country. 
The need to address this human rights issue requires that ANA respond 
immediately to assure the delivery of quality health care to this population. 
Inasmuch as there is widespread social stigmatization of lesbian and gay 
persons, members of this group often fail to seek health care, or when seeking 
care, find themselves socially vulnerable--ostracized and punished. 
While there are other health problems and concerns specific to this population 
which deserve attention, the IIDSt urgent at this time is Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome. The data indicate there is an incidence rate of 
Acquired Imnune Deficiency Syndrome that is of epidemic proportions (3,500 
reported cases as of April 1984). While AIDS affects persons with hemophilia 
and persons of Haitian origin, and persons who abuse intravenous drugs, over 
70 percent of reported AIDS cases are either homosexual or bisexual men. In 
addition, the incidence rate has doubled every 6 months since the first 
reported case (1981} and the mortality rate is 40 percent after 1 year, 
60 percent after 2 years, and over 80 percent approaching 3 years. The 
mortality and incidence rates of all reported AIDS cases surpasses that of 
Toxic Shock Syndrome and Legionnaires Disease. 
Although the Department of Health and Buman Services announced in June 1983 
that AIDS was the •number one health priority,• the fedecal response to this 
problem has been less than adequate. Punding levels for research have been 
inadequate with funding requests being delayed: and, appropriations vetoed by 
the current administration. Furthermore, much of the funding available to 
meet the AIDS crisis was also sought by other important disease control 
programs in a time of constricting federal budgets. It is significant to note 
that early and substantial funding was provided for prompt research and 
treatment of other public health emergencies such as Toxic Shock Syndrome and 
Legionnaires Disease. 
The Cabinet on Human Rights believes that (1) the lesbian/gay population has 
a right to quality health carer (2) the lesbian/gay population has the right 
to have equitable attention to, and funding for, research related to health 
problems for which it may be at risk; {3) all people who have AIDS have a 
C&f2. 
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right to equitable and humanistic medica1 health care. These rights include 
(a) quality medical and health care, including nursing and support services, 
(b) non-discriminatory use of current isolation procedures, (c) full expla-
nations of research procedures, treatments and risks involved, (d) informed 
choice of treat:Jlent/researcb modalities (e) confidentiality of the medical 
record~ and (f) respect for privacy and significant relationships. 
The cabinet on Buman Rights recommends that the ANA Board of Directors 
-
(1) issue a public statement regarding its concern and position about the 
health care needs of the lesbian/gay populatiom (2) direct that the statement 
be circulated to the ANA Center for Governmental Affairs for appropriate use 
in lobbying activities in an effort to assure increased funding for research 
and services for this population: (3) endorse, via a letter of support and 
other appropriate means, the educational and research activities of the 
National Gay Health Education Foundation: (4} support the concept of estab-
lishing a liaison relationship between the Cabinet on Hwnan Rights and 
the NGHEF to explore mutual interests and concerns: and (5) forward these 
actions to the state nurs~s• associations in order that members can lend 
appropriate support to local, state, and regional activities. 
I>W:KW:nlh:90 
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National Gay Health -Education Foundation, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A. History. By charter, the National Gay Health Education Foun-
t cation, Inc. (IlGHEF) is dedicated to the coordination of educational 
i activities, development of interdisciplinary educational progra.~s, 
research in the area of lesbian/gay health care issues, solicitation 
and distribution of funds for these purposes, and the establishment 
of a central clearinghouse for lesbian/g~y health concerns. 
Gay heal th is very much in the news th&se days, and the f'ounda-
tion's visibility is also increasing. In.-lJime, 1983, the organiza-
tion was co-sponsor and main organizer or the Fifth National Lesbian/ 
Gay Health Conference, which took place in Denver (see appendix). 
Recently, ~~HEF published the third edition of the National Gay Health 
Director,,, a listing of heal th car·e services by and for lesbians and 
gay men; this year, the directory includes a special section provid-
ing referral listings f'or victims of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn-
c~rorae (AIDS) • - - - -
The foundation's roots go back to the mid-l970s, when gay cau-
cuses beean forning in such organizations as the American Psychiatric 
Association, the American Psychological Association, the National Asso-
ciation of Social Workers and the American Public Health Association. 
The caucuses then organized a 23-member National Gay Health Coalition, 
which began running yearly national health conferences. When the 
coalition decideG it needed a permanent operation, the NGHEF was 
created. 
Accordingly, the Coalition does not need to carry responsibility 
for professional education and can devote its attention to the or-
ganizational, legislative and other interests of national gay health 
orEanizations. Conversel:r, tile Foundation can devote its attention 
to professional education and refer to the Coalition other issues and 
tasks l-!hich energe in the course of its educational activities. 
The Foundation and the Coalition are independent organizations 
which by design have ~utually exclusive responsibilities and close 
relationships and which are both accountable to the national gay 
health organizations and thro~gh them to all gay/lesbia.~ health 
workers ar.d the gay/lesbian community at large. 
The forr.!al, legal connection between the Coalition and the 
Foundation is properly limited to the composition of the Foundation's 
gover:-iing body and does not deal with the Foundation's policies and 
functioning. Specifically, the Foundation's By-Lav!s provide that its 
Board of Directors be comprised primarily of persons nominated by 
the national gay health organizations which comprise the Coalition. 
The functioning of both the Foundation and the Coalition is 
enhancen by an active, extensive but informal and non-legal connec-
tion which insures full sharing of information and ainple opportunity 
for consultation. This includes: 1) the provision by each to the 
7 - . ·1~ -..,.i 
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other of copies of policy and goal state~ents, minutes of meetings, 
work programs, literature, and similar basic uritten material and 
2) the designation by each of a liaison person (and alternate) to 
the other who is expected to be a regular, non-voting participant 
in the other's governing body m~etings. 
n. Organizational Structure and ~tlssion. Org~izationally, the 
Foundation is structured to be both costTefi'ective and flexible and 
responsive to the rapidly evolving fi~l-ti of gay and lesbian health. 
It has a soall senior administrative•·staff', including an Executive 
Director ~~th plans to hire an Education/Professional Relations Direc-
tor {3/4 tice) and a Communications Director (1/2 time). These indi-
viduals are seen as the executives in charge o~ various aspects of 
the !JGE::F • s prograns and volunteers working through three stanc'iing 
Soard Con~i ttees. Adc!i tionally, pro~rm:1 support will be provided 
through the hiring of' an Of'f'ice t-Ianager, a Secretaryf:3ooldteeper and 
consultants and per dierns as needed. 
The corarnunications and education/proiessional relations pro-
grams of the Foundation encompass public and media relations; ad-
vertising; publications planning; prof'essional editorial, design 
and production services; cable and video use; certain aspects of' 
direct raail and audience develop~enti and training anG technical 
assistance. 
Far.from being amenities, these activities are "line" pro-
~ra:'1ls di!'ectl:r related to the core of the Fou.,c!.ation' s work. The 
Foun<lation k."'lous that services aimed at health professionals serv-
inz ga7 ~en and lesbians are not enou~h. Its mission requires it 
also to reach la;-nen directl:· ~;i th ,-,hat they need to kno~·r about pre-
ventive heal th in their o,m co:nmuni ty. ':'he substance of' these les-
sons is provided throu~ the education a.i,,d professional relations 
prograa, but the tools and skills whereby that substa.T'lce is packa~ed 
end tra.TlS!.ii tted to public are provided throu~h the cor,-.,-:iunications 
pro!Iraa. ?age three f'ollo,:ring provides a visual representation of 
the organization's structure as it relates to mission and to the 
prozra.i,~ objectives outlined in Part III below. 
II. ?ROE~;! STATE1-!EHT AfID ASSESSi-iEHT OF N~ED 
A. Overview. For sor.ie time now, various units o-f' government, 
at all levels, but r.10st notably the U.S. Public Health Service, and 
various health pro:fessional or~anizations, have recognized discrete 
and readily deraonstrataole health concerns 0£ the nation's gay and 
lesbian population. For instance, the Hational Institute of Menta1 
Health has supported in the past research on several aspects o-f' 
honosexuality and bigotry against homosexuals (i.e., homophobia). 
The Centers for Disease Control have recently cor.ipleted a major 
trial leadin!; up to the r.1arketing of' a vaccine f'or Hepatitis B 
a-non~ ~a;' r.ien (~ay r:1e are one of the g!'OU?S \·.•i th a hi_zh incidence 
C/f fl. 
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l. Professional Volunteer Leadership, National Level ••••••• 
Gay and Lesbian Caucuses o~ Professional 
Health Oreanizations: · ~:PA, APHA, NASW, etc. 
national Gay Health Coalittion 
ii'.:;!·IEF ~oard of Directors 
2. Prograra Admini£trati on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . 
3 
HGHEF Executive Co::1t1ittee 
Educatior:/?rofessional 
Relations Director 
E;:ec1-1tive 
Director 
1------1 Co~.:::unications 
Director 
. Voluntee~ Technical ~a~t;ciDat~on, Local Level ••••• . - - - - - . 
I 
~i:!t1cation/?ro:tessional 
~elations Co:.t.TJittee 
I 
Develo;mer.t 
Cor...-:1i ttee 
Co m::-.unications 
Co:.:m:i -;:tee 
4. ?aid. Ft!ll-tir:1e Sun:;ort C ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I I I 
Cor..Stll ta.rits Office Sec re tar:-,·/ 
and ?er i)iems i-'.::anager tookkee~er 
!Totes on the above. The Chairs of the three volu."lteer committees 
(Zducation/?rofessional Relations, Development and Cor.unu."'lications} 
automatically sit on the E~ecutive Colil.Cittee. There is no bench warm-
ing or patronage on these committees; all members, though volunteer, 
are recruited strictly by job description. 
A "lianarrement by Objectives" s:rstern is employed in \·!hich quan-
tified r.ieasures of the planned objectives c?urine the budget period 
are developed by the car.uni ttees. See ?arts IV ~,d V belm-,. 
=ttz z.. 
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of this infection) and has encouraged other research and de~on-
stration projects for STDs in gay men. 
... 
nonetheless, principal publications and policy documents which 
address the broao spectrum of the nation's health concerns such 
as the Surgeon General's Report on Prevention, Guidelines for 
Cornnuni ty Prevention Services, Forl·rard Plan for Heal th (all edi-
tions), and PHS Stratea;r 'Highlights, f'ai.J,-.,."to discuss or even 
acknowled5e the existence of any of the.,·special heal th concerns of 
the v.-,ent:, to thirty million A>neric~s who are lesbian or gay. 
lloreover, closely related to these millions of persons are their 
children, pa.rents and "signi:ticant others" \'thich avera~e about 
three peJ- za!" lil..an or 1.-1oman according to the National Association 
of Social l!orkers; this means that perhaps -forty percent of the 
natio::1 's po~ulation is more/less affected b~,r the neglect of the 
special health concerns of lesbians and gay men. 
In October, 1977, the ?rational Commission for the Protection 
of Eu."!?a."1 Subjects in Biomedical and Behavioral Research requested 
and heard testimony on this subject, but it was never able to pub-
lish reco~.;::en~ations during the national Cor.u:1ission 1 s lifetime. 
The Office of Eealth Information and Health Promotion of the Depart-
hlent o~ ~ealth a~c Eu.~a., Services convened a conference on the health 
C!)~Ce!"r:s of ::iir-.. ori ties :ret again the heal th concerns of gay nen and 
,.-,o:.:;en '."!ere ignore~. :::ational heal th professional associations 
such 2.s the .Ar.:erican ;iurses Association, the American Psychiatric 
Associe.~io::, the Ar,,erican ?ublic Heal th Association a'1d the na-
tional Association of Social l!orkers, have ta.teen U."lequivocal posi-
t:!.onz asserti:1~ the rights of ga"j men and ~,ror,1en to good heal th care 
a-.:,..o::-riate to ti1eir special needs. These organizatio;;s, ho~·:ever, h;~; inadequate resources to exa.7.ine in depth the full range of 
issues even 1f' zuch ~-;as a :forr.1alized interest of their governing 
bocies. 
~e.E:pi te the fact that there does not exist a co;.,prehensive and 
professionally sound description of the health needs and other 
health concerns oi t.~e nation's gay population, it is still possible 
to aa~e several specific statements about these needs based on the 
e.:-:~ert opinion and e.;:perience of ga:t heal th professionals and gay 
com.junity or&anizations t:hich have been trying to rill the gap. 
First, ho-:.·rever. so,:ie general observations need stating. 
Ideally, the heal th care s~1 ster.1 should be able to provide 
for all individuals. SaQly, it does not. Often health care pro-
viders are .ignorant or misin:for:-.1ed regarding the se;tual practices 
and health care needs of gay men and women. Thus, gay men fre-
quently do not receive thorough screening for S~s and l:sbians often 
~!"e ~i~diagnosed as having p!"e~~a,cy related pro~leas. ~n addition, 
les~ians (as \·;ell as celibate uomen) are usually not believed when 
the:-" sa:' the::- do not need birth control services. 
Clftz 
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Yet, perhaps the most pernicious problem gay people face 
in accessin~ the health say system is the assll?:lption that they 
are heterosexual. They find theoselves in an environment that they 
perceive as hostile. They may conceal their sexual identity to 
protect thenselves and find instead tha~. in so doing. they have 
jeopardized their otm health. Conversely, they may proclaim their 
gayness only to tiave their fears realized:_., they may still be mis-
diagnosed and in addition, ~ind star~ a~o1ding them. gossiping and 
laughing behind their baclts • denying tl1'ern the care they need and 
deserve, and f'ailin3 to accord friends and lo,rers the_visiting 
rights ar..d the inforoation provi~ed to next-oI-kin. Under such 
conditions• people do not heal and gro~-, heal thy. 
n. I~nroved anc Exoancec Services. Beyond these generalities. 
the follo~·:ing specifics re:;ardini :;ay heal th concerns have been 
recognized by the NGHEF as necessar~ to i~prove and e~~and services 
and pro~rams of special relevance to gay men and women: 
1. Financial assistance on a continuin9 and fair basis 
from principal public and private f'u..~ding streams of ~esbian and 
g2y_sponsoreci. health services anci. women's health clinics. Such 
services have found it practically impossible to receive such fi-
nancial assistc:1.nce. Hota-::>le exar.ples are the Federal CO!:!::.tmi ty 
~e~tal health services and the STD service fundin~ strean:s. This 
constitutes a serious denial of the fair share of such funds for 
services ur~ently needed by gay men and wo~en. Although from docu-
~"'n-!-eri 1·,..e•:-:i~ces '"'OOC~ "'..lesses ca., 'be r.:!ace about the i;;a-:t this hap-··-- '"" -- ··-"-'---- u c.J pens, an a~alysis of the actuality of all principal public a.,d 
private s~z-ea.-:ls for p~tient ca:-e •.:!i th res;,ect to their real. or po-
tential availa~ility to 6ay sponsore~ healt~ services is still 
2. Upr.:atinR oi the cle:fi:ii tion oi' S':::'.:s in natiom-:id.e V7:J 
pro':!"ar.:s. As is \·1ell lcno•.-:n to all those ~!or!~in~ in ST:J pro~ra.-:.s • 
t~e cur~ent tle:inition is archaic a.LC its upcating in accor~ance 
,.-,i th professionally sound vie~·!s is OV'erdue. Althou.;h viral hepa-
titis and intestinal infections are today major STDs only ar.iong 
se:-:uall:t ac.tive gay men, there is be~innin& clinical evic.ence a.""ld 
sou.'1d cpide1::iolo~ic theor~,:- to 1:,arra"lt a prediction that these will 
beco::ie co?:'~'!lon anong bise;.:uals a..,d se:rnally active heterose:{uals in 
the near .future. 
3. Financial assistance f'or acdio-visual educatior..al r:ta-
terials for health care provicers, trained and in training, parti-
cularly nur~in9 and rn.ec!ical stuc.ents 7 on the special heal th con-
cerns of gay men and ,-,omen. Heal th proraotion and prevention o:f 
disease shoul6 be ecphasized. Such materials should be so designed 
a3 to be suitable for incluzion in the re~ular acadeaic cu~ricula 
as trell as for continuing educatior. for professional sroups. 
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. .4. Financial assista.~ce fo~ specially designed and de-. 
livered ecucational pro~ra~s in the lesbian a.~d gay male cor:1,~uni-
ties about physical and rnent.Jl health. Health promotion and pre-
vention of disease should be emphasized. Educational approaches 
ne':d hand-tailoring to be ef'l~ective in .vie,·1 of the diverse cultures 
ana values of' the people cocprising the nation's honosexual minori-
. ty. Hany gay sponsored heal th services throughout the nation have 
accumulated e~tensive experience in yeari of' trial and e£f'or a.~d 
are n01·1 prepared, if' :funds were availaole, to expand their edu-
cational activities to ceet better,~he magnitude of the need in 
their o~!Tl and neighboring geo~raphical areas. 
. . 
C. Theorv and Practice. 
are needed for 5trengthening 
e?::e:-~:in~ !'.::a::t "speciality" of' 
Additionally. the f'ollol!ing actions 
the theory and practice base of the 
the health field: 
... , .,. 1 •. :Expansi~n. of ?linic~:. research ~n the. g~.rn~~~logic~l and 
o ;...'l_r special heal 1.h pro::>ler.~s 01 ,-mnen ~~ho do not en6age in hetero 
se:~ual sexual activity. l.'he short- and long-terra effects on vaginal 
~ter~ne and rnanr.iary tissue physiology and pathology of not engag- ' 
in:; in heterose:::mal sexual activity is not well understood. There 
is hardly any research on this subject even though large numbers 
of ·.ror.1e::1 a:-e affected. The neglect of research about such \'!ide-
spread, distr·essin.;1 and costly conditions should be prom;,tly cor-
rected. 
. . . 
2. ~.:-:pe ... --ision of i:'4::t=nolo:;;ical and behavioral research on 
the ;,revention of sexually tted c_i seases. The epidenic of 
S7:1s a~on6 se::uall:,~ active :;a::r men makes clee.r that the cur!'ent 
epic.er:iolo;J;ic a!.)proach to ~TD control is totallv inade,..uate for 
this po;ulation group. A more basic public heaith app;oach--pri-
mary prevention--is inc!icated. As stated earlier, what is now 
the situation for sexually active gay men will be the situation 
for other se~~ally active people in the near future unless effect-
ive priruary prevention measures are developed. The gay sponsored 
STD services are giving serious consideration to the formulation 
and promotion of the concept of "responsible health behavior" 
through the r:teditJ.r.i of the Foundation for sexually active ga:t r:.en. 
This anc wore traditional iramunologic prophylaxis ceserve to be 
fully explored and rigorously evaluated. 
3. Expansion of behavioral research on bigotry aqainst 
hor:1osexuals. The overriding health hazard for gay people, re-
sulting in widespread physical and mental health problecs, is 
ho~ophooia or the unreasoning fear and prejudice against homo-
sexuality and ho~osexuals. The cause of this pervasive and in-
tense attitude has not been established and, consequently. its 
era0ication anC cor.~rol ic di£ficult if not irapossible to design. 
Although good research protocols are not easily designed, such 
research is es~ential for i~provins the health of the nation's 
!:;a::t po;>ulation. Ga:,, me:1tal heal th professionals and behavioral 
.... 
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scientists have many insights and hypotheses which deserve 
exploration by them and their non-gay colleagues. Funding for 
such research should be given the highest priority. 
4. Expansion of epidemiologic research on alcoholism 
and other substance abuse among lesbians and gay men. There 
is highly suggestive evidence that alcoholoism occurs more often 
among gay people than non-gay people (some studies suggest a 
prevalence as high as one-in-three). ·'l'he frequent use of' drugs 
for intensification of consciousness during disco dancing a.~d 
sexual activity is obvious among certain groups of ga~ men. A 
full exanination of substance abuse prevalence is needed to de-
ter~ine if it is an especially large problec for lesbians and 
gay men and, to the extent that epidemiology can supply the 
answer, 1:1t,y. 
III • ?ROGP..AI-I OBJECTIVES 
The Foundation's mission is to be a clearinghouse and re-
source center :f"or the purpose of gathering information, initiat-
ing or sponsoring research, orga.,izing data tor dissemination, and 
promoting, organizing and conducting educational programs relat-
ing to ga!!' heal th issues. In pursuing these objectives, the role 
of the Foundation as a.'1 incorporated, not-for-profit organization 
is para:.:ount. In practice, t~is role mear.s to spur the institu-
tions of the larger society--voluntary a€encies, civic groups. 
;;.,.:::-oi'e~siona.l associations, acade::~ic research centers. govern-
ment azencies a..~d others--to devotin& their OM'l resources and 
ener[;ies, in uidel!' diverse t·1a:rs, to help :fulfill the Founda-
tion's oojectives in the gay health fielc. The Foundation ac-
cor.plishes this role in several ways: by providing service 
r-1odels, testine t~1e pilot pro6 ::-e.. . s join ti:~ with direct s.ervice 
providers, publishing and distributing tte relevant social, eco-
nonic anct clinical research, and nountins an af'firMative public 
information strateg? to convey :acts, in~icate needs, a::d. per-
haps most important!~•, dispel myths. 
Central to this overall strate~ is the Foundation's pro-
fessional service and e~ccational prograr.s at the regional and 
co~.1:-nuni t:,• level. These progra.1:1s do more than service the aa."ly 
people ~-,ho cone to the Foundation -£or help year af'ter year. 
They serve also as a beacon of practical excellence to other 
institutions and. agencies in the cor..zrauni t~r--a living w1 tness that 
the job be done, and an important model as to ho\': to go 
about doing it. 
In this context, the various activities undertaken by the 
Foundation are not somehow "separate" and certainly not compet-
inJ. Rather. they are all com~lemenar~ parts of a sin~le na-
tionc.l strc1te~:•. 'i':1e Founc:ation' s clearin~ouse, net'.,or!•:in:;. 
in£ormation anrt referral services, f'or eAarr.ple, are not dis-
=ltz z.. 
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tinct and separate as a strategy f'rom its role as "catalyst" 
or change agent; these services are part of that role. With 
these net1.-torking, clearinghouse. inf'ormation and referral pro-
grams, the Foundation's ability to command authority in the coun-
cils where national decisions about he{£lth. are made is inunea-
surably enhanced. It distinguishes the Foundation ~rom other 
"national" advocacy groups which rnust-ear:.n their credibility 
in other ways. and gives the Foundationl'the regional and commu-
nity base and nation-wide information iletwork which is essen-
tial to mounting a truly nat~onal strategy • 
• 
.. 
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AMBIUCAlit RtJRSES' ASSOCIATION 
cabinet on Bu:man Rights 
March 8-9, 1984 
ltanaas City, Missouri 
Minutes 
DMP'l' APPROvBD BY MAIL 
The AHA Cabinet on Bmaan Rights met March 8-9, 1984, at AHA Headquarters in 
Kansas City, Missouri. 
cabinet aembers present: 
Juanita K. Bunter, Ed.D., R.H., chair 
Marian Davis Whiteside, M.P.B., R.H • 
David Waldron, R.N. 
Shirley Gilford, R.H. 
Betty Mitsunaga, Ph.D., R.N. 
Ildaura M. Murillo-Rohde, Ph.D., R.N.,c.s., P.A.A.N. 
Gloria Green-Ridley, M.S.N., R.R. 
Grayce M. Sills, Ph.D., R.R., P.A.A.N. 
Guest: 
Terri Tuck, Breakthrough Director, National Student Nurses Association 
Staff presenting reports: 
Virginia Paulson, deputy to the executive director 
Battie Bessent, deputy executive director, Ethnic/Racial Minority 
Pellovship Program 
Cynthia Cizmek, director, Policy Coordination 
Staff resources: 
Lynaal.l Eddy, director, Policy Development and Strategic Planning 
Karen Wilson, coordinator 
The Cabinet on Bmaan Rights focus for the 1982-1984 biennium is enhancement of 
the :Image of professional nursing by its advocacy for the health and welfare 
of consumers and nurses. 
Subject anc! Discussion 
Subjects Approval of Minutes 
Subject: Olairperson•s Be:port 
'.l'he chairperson provided an update 
of her activities on behalf of the 
cabinet since September 1983, 
including the following: 
- attendance at the Rational Black 
Rurses' Convention, October 6-9, 
1983. 
- attendance at the Rursing 
Organization Liaison Porum 
I>ecelllber 16-17, 1983. Cabinet 
Jlelllbers discussed having a 
nelllher of the Cabinet on Human 
Rights participate in the 
formalation of proposed operating 
guidelines for NOLF. 
1'he chairperson bas been working on 
development of an article on human 
rights concerns for publication in 
The American Rarse. 
'&!rd Tuck, Batfona1 Student Nurses 
Association, provided a brief 
report on HSHA activities including 
the Midyear Career Planning 
Conference, the 1984 RSHA 
Convention, the Breakthrough to 
Rursing Contest and the RSIIA voter 
Registration Cmlpaign. 
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Action 
"l'be minutes of the cabinet's 
September 15-16, 1983, meeting were 
approved as circulated. 
.. 
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Subject ana·niacuseion 
Subject: Confir1111tion of &ext 
Meeting Dates 
'1'h next aeetlng of the cabinet en 
Buman Rights is acheduled for 
October 1-2, 1984. Cabinet __,.rs 
indicated they were not ccafortable 
in •king a ccaaiment for a fall 
aeeting date on behalf of new cabinet 
llellbers. It was suggested that 
staff follow up on the dates ~ter 
the Jane 1984 Bouse of Delegates 
meeting. 
Subject: Executive Staf:f Report 
'!be clepaty to the executive 
director discussed current 
activities of the association 
highlighting the board's action to 
provide funding for ainority 
nursing education and the 
January 24, 1984, meeting on t:he 
role of the ombudsman. These two 
issues vere further discussed later 
in the meeting. 
Dr. Battie Bessent, deputy 
executive director of the 
Bthnic/Racial lllnority Fellowship 
Progrma reported on the progress 
made by the Ethnic/Racial Minority 
Pellowshlp Progr• since its 
inception. Rine students were 
aeleetecJ last April bringing the 
total number of progra 
participants to 119,. Of tbe 193 
ainorities holding nursing 
doctorates in the nation, 53 are 
products of the Bthnlc/Racial 
Minority Pellowship Progra. 
Action 
,:be cabinet expressed their 
appreciation to Dr.. Bessent for ber 
efforts In llaklng tbla progr• 
eucceasful.. 
Subject ana Dlacasaion 
Subject: Legislative Update 
The &rector, Policy CoorcUnation, 
provided a report via telephone 
conference call on current and 
potential legislative initiatives. 
Items covered included the Nurse 
Training Act and strategies for 
establishllent of a Rational 
Institute Ctf Rursing. 
Subject: Rominations for Cabinet 
on Buman Rights Chair-
person 
flle cabinet di~:ussed the feasi-
bility of nominating a cabinet 
chairperson at the present time 
or delaying until after election 
results are announced. 
Subject: Rominations for Cabinet 
Appointments 
The cabinet expressed concern about 
the lack of ainority representation 
on the 1984 slates for cabinet 
positions. 
Action 
'l'he cabinet agreed to hold on its 
reeommendation for chairperson until 
after election results are announced 
in June. The cabinet intends to meet 
imlllediately following the 
announcements. 
'l'he cabinet reviewed the slates for 
cabinets developed by the Nominating 
c:ommittee, and noted a lack of 
appropriate minority representation, 
e.g. absence of hispanics. The 
Cabinet on Human Rights raised 
questions regarding: 
1. Actions taken by the Unit 
Assessment/Affirmative Action 
Committee of the Board of 
Directors in BDnitoring the 
ncminaticns process: 
2. Plans of the Board of Directors to 
attain affirmative action goals in 
the appointment process in Junei 
3. The failure of the present system 
to ensure equitable minority 
representation on the slate. 
.. 
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Subject and Diacasaion 
The cabinet expressed concern over 
the fairness and possible 
infringement of human rights of 
members in submitting naninations 
for cabinet appointments prior to 
the 1984 elections. 
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The chairperson presented a working 
list of names developed by the 
cabinet in June 1983 indicating 
who was appointed, who was 
ineligible, and who did not sign 
the consent-to-serve fotlllS. 
'l'he cabinet was apprised of the 
fact that the consent-to-serve 
and biographical forms imst be 
completed by those nominated 
prior to their names being 
sul:mitted to the board. The 
current deadline for sutmitting 
these forms is May 15, 1984. 
'!berefore, the Cabinet on Bmaan Rights 
reocaaencJed that the Board of 
Directors request the Ccallittee oa. 
Bylaws to inc:lucle in the bylaws a 
stateaent that will ensure equitable 
ainority·representation on the slate. 
A mtion was •de and carried 
unaniaausly that: 
'!he ARA board Clbtain data and evaluate 
the actions of the AHA Bcainating 
Ccallittee in the selection of 
candidates for elected office for 1984 
and report its findings to the Cabinet 
on Haan Rights. 
cabinet members agreed to continue to 
support those naninated from the June 
1983 list. The cabinet also agreed to 
meet immediately following the 
announcement of election results at 
the 1984 Bouse of Delegates to 
determine any additiona1 naainations 
for cabinet appointments. 
cabinet members agreed to be 
individually responsible for Clbtaining 
consent-to-serve and biographical 
forms frcm those additlona1 
individuals they aay wish to naadnate 
for cabinet appointments and have the 
£oms available in Rev Orleans at the 
June 1984 House of Delegates meeting. 
Sabject and Discussion 
SUbject: Conference on Woaen 
the Bconaat and Public 
Policy 
AllA will cosponsor the Conference 
on wa.en., the Bconaey and Public 
Policy ac::hedul.ed for June 1984 in 
Wash~ton, n.c. tn response to a 
request fra. the Board of 
Directors, th~ cabinet discussed 
possible representatives to this 
conference. 
Subject: Unit Assessment/ 
Affirmative Action 
flle cabinet considered its 
previous recoauendations :made 
regarding unit assessment/ 
affiraative action. 'l'bese 
recomme • .dations were discussed 
githin the context of the 
organizational shift to state 
nurses• associations now being the 
llellbers of AD and the changes in 
cabinet functions. 
The possibility of not giving an 
award this biennima was discussed. 
However, cabinet members felt that 
it would r.ot be fair to 
organizations already preparing 
for sutaissions for the 1984 
Affiraative Action award to 
discontinue the award without 
prior notice. 
,I 
Action 
Gloria Green-Ridley agreed to attend 
the Conference on Women, the Baonomy 
and Public Policy in June 1984. 
The Cabinet on Buman Rights agreed to 
continue with the process of 
soliciting Unit Assessment/Affirmative 
Action reports for the 1984 
Affirmative Action award. Members 
agreed to use the four questions put 
forth in January 1983 as the 
assessment tool for the award. 
The cabinet instructed staff to 
implement the process to determine the 
affirmative action award, including 
sending out the four questions, 
setting deadlines, ordering the 
plaque, etc. 
The cabinet agreed to name the 
executive committee of the cabinet 
plus one other member as the review 
COR1Dittee for the award. 
'!'he cabinet agreed to explore other 
alternatives and arrangements for 
responsibility of this activity in the 
future. 
.. 
Subject and Discussion 
Subject, Snbcawittee to Advise 
the Bxecutive Director 
on the Role of the ARA 
Dllbac1sllan and the 
Possible Bstablish:aent 
of an Office of Minority 
Affairs 
'l'he cabinet reviewed the draft 
aumary of a meeting held 
January 24, 1984, to diecuss 
organizational structures and 
functions related to huaan rights. 
Snbccwe!ttee -.hers and staff 
present at the aeetlng gave verbal 
reports. 
Subccwl!ttee aembers reported that 
the Cllllbudmaan would be resigning. 
It was recoam.e,aded at the aeeting 
that an advisory coanittee be 
appointed to assist the executive 
director in addressing the 
effectiveness of ANA's COllllitaent 
to human rights and to identify 
achievable goals. 
Subject: Cosponsorsbip of Pact 
Pinding Mission to the 
Philippines 
'l'he cabinet reviewed the 
preliainary report of the 
fact-finding mission to the 
Republic of the Philippines. 
_,_ 
Action 
A mtion was ade and carried 
unania:,usly that a letter be sent frca 
the Cabinet on Buman Rights to the 
executive director thanking her for 
her kindness and efforts in exploring 
the possibility of an Office of 
Minority Affairs and for her interest 
in human rights concerns. 
'l'he letter should acknowledge the 
intended resignation of the Cllbudsllian 
and present the following names as 
possible members of the advisocy 
camaittee: 
1. Ethelrine Shaw-Nickerson 
2. David Waldron 
3. Ildaara Murillo-Rohde 
4. Lorene Parris 
s. Marian Davis llhiteside 
6. Grayce Sills 
7. Mary Elizabeth Carnegie 
8. Gloria Smith 
9. Gean Mathvig 
• 
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Sabject ana Dl11e:11aalon 
flle cabinet also received copies of 
a March 10, 1984, letter frca Bunice 
Cole, president, llledcan Rursea• 
Association, which 4isouaaes the 
International COonell of Horses 
St:af:ellent on the Rarse•a Role in 
Safeguarding Buman Rights. 
Subject: Draft Statement on 
Health care for the 
Lesbian/Gay Minority 
'1'he cabinet reviewed the draft 
c!ocuaent ana aade editorial 
c::hanges including adding emphasis 
on the hpact of Acquired IlllllWle 
Deficiency Syndrcme. 
.. 
~e cabinet also discussed sending 
a representative to the first 
Southeastern Lesbian/Gay Health 
Conference on April 21, 1984. 
Subject: Oonvention Planning: 
Report to Bouse of 
'Delegates 
'lbe cabinet revieved the draft 
report to the Boose of Delegates 
ancl llllde specific changes. 
Action 
A l'IIOtion was made and carded 
unanimously that the document be 
accepted with suggested additional 
editorial changes. 
'l'he redraft should be sent to the 
Cabinet on Human Rights members for 
review and comment. The final draft 
will be reviewed by the chairperson 
and submitted to the board at their 
Jone meeting .. 
'l'he cabinet agreed that the final 
decision on who should attend is to be 
made by the cabinet chairperson. 
.. 
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Subject and Diacuaeion 
Subjects Convention Reception 
Honoring Conte11POrary 
Minority Leaders in 
Nursing 
The cabinet considered varioas 
options available for a convention 
reception. Cabinet .aibers agreed 
that the most financially 
manageable option would be to 
sponsor a luncheon. 
Subject: Convention Planning 
Questions for Plenary 
Session 
The chair asked for recottii:::11dationa 
for two questions to be asked of 
the cabinet on Buman Rights chair 
for the plenary session to be 
IIOderated by Jody Woodruff. 
Subject: Comments on Standards 
for Rarsing Education 
'?he cabinet Il'Wieve4 the draft 
atanc!ards for nprsing education 
Md aaae specific caaents. 
Jlction 
1'he cabinet agreed to sponsor a 
lancbeon to bonor contemporary 
ainority leaders in nursing to be held 
on Saturday, June 23, at 12:00 noon. 
Details for illlplementation of this 
event were discussed and plans vere 
finalized. 
'l'he two questions sullaitted for use in 
the plenary session are: 
1. Define the feminism of poverty and 
explain its relationship to human 
rights concerns. 
2. Given the increasing concern about 
the rising cost of health care and 
the continuing erosion of health 
and social prograns at the federal 
level, how can AD and its aembers 
work toward imprO'll'ing equity 
within the health care delivery 
system? 
'l'he cabinet noted that they were 
pleased that human rights concerns are 
addressed in the c!raf-t standards. 
They asked that a let.t:er be sent to 
am congratulating them on the 
standards, noting that. they appear t:o 
be future oriented. A list of the 
reccuea'ldations ani! editorial changes 
suggested by the cabinet on Buaan 
Rights should be included in the 
letter. 
• 
Sabject and Diseusslon 
Subject: Report to Constituent 
9ae cabinet 4iacasse4 the 
chairper:aoa. • s report t:o be 
presented t:o the Constituent Porua 
April 9-10, 1984. 'l'be •jor 
ellpbuis of the report will be to 
urge states to initiate or 
strengthen l)Cogras to deal vi th 
access to care. 
Subject: Belatlonship of ANA 
Cabinets to SHAs 
~e cabinet discussed the Cm>inet 
on Baaan Rights' a:elationship 
to the SRAs and the question 
of where final accountability 
lies for illplellentation of 
policy. 
Subject: Rullan Righ1:s Award 
The cabinet reviewed the Manual 
on Po1icies and Procedures 
Governing ARA• s Avard System and 
diecussed the framework of a 
Buun Rights Avard. 
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Action 
The Cabinet on Human Rights members 
observed that cabinet officials are 
elected by the House of Delegates 
which is composed ·of members of state 
nurses association. Individual 
nurses, delegates and state nurses 
associations should expect to maintain 
contact with their elected officials. 
Officials should continue to interact 
at state levels. 
!'he cabinet chairperson plans to 
discuss with staff the responses to 
these four questions: 
1. lihat should be the title of the 
award? 
2. llhat are concepts to include in 
the rationale? 
3. What are the purposes of the 
award? 
4. What criteria for selection should 
there 'be? 
::Jtz z.. 
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Subject ana Disc:masion 
Subject: Ralllination for 1984 
Council on Intercultural 
Nursing Avard 
Hominations for the award aist 
be received by the council by 
March 31, 1984. 
Subject: Baccalaureate Scholarship 
Program 
The cabinet discussed the action 
of the ARA Board of Directors in 
committing $50,000 ($10,000/year) 
over a five-year period for the 
establishment of an ARA 
Baccalaureate Scholarship fund 
for ethnic minority nurses. This 
fund is to be administered by the 
Ethnic/Racial Minority Project. 
-11-
Aet:ion 
A draft propoaal for the aware! will be 
available for cabinet review at the 
October 1984 aeeting. 
'1'he Cabinet on BUllan Rights is pleased 
to 110111inate Ildaura M. Murillo-Rohde, 
Ph.D. , R.H. , for the 1994 Council on 
Intercultural Nursing Award. The 
mtion was •de and carried 
unanillously. 
'l'he cabinet ~ecamnended that five 
$2,000 scholarships be awarded 
each year. 
'l'he cabinet further i,:ecou.ended that 
an advisory committee of 5 people be 
formed to advise the Bthnic/Racia1 
Minority Project on the administra-
tion of the scholarships. 
Discussion of these ~ecomuendations 
followed with Dr. Battie Bessent 
present. Dr. Bessent recoameuded that 
members of the Cabinat on Haman Rights 
who have been involved with this 
project 011er time and have a 
historical perspective on related 
events aeet with the Bthnic/Racia1 
Minority Project April 11-13, l.984, to 
discuss the scholarships. cabinet 
members indicating an availability to 
attend were: 
Juanita Bunte~. chair 
Marian Davis Whiteside 
David Waldron 
Ildaura Marillo-Robde 
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Subject an&! Discussion Action 
!'he cabinet also discussed ways to 
solicit additional funds for the 
scholarship program. 
1. Encourage ANA/SNA members to make 
a stipulation ih their will for a 
certain amount to be awarded to 
the scholarship fund. 
2. Ask each ANA/SNA member to aonate 
$1.00 to the fund at the time they 
pay their dues. 
3. Ask the board to include the 
scholarship fund aa a line item in 
1:he annual budget. 
4. Contact interested organizations 
and ask them to match the amounts 
funded by ANA. 
The cabinet unanimously expressed their appreciation and respect for outgoing 
cabinet Jllf!llbers Grayce Sills and David Waldron. The contributions made by 
these individuals to human rights concerns in the nursing profession are 
widely recognized and appreciated. 
The cabinet received written reports frcm the Council on Intercultural 
Rarsing, the Division of Bouse, Board and Cabinet Affairs, the Center for 
Research, the Center for Credentialing Services and the Division of Marketing 
and Public Affairs. 
Dlf:ac:09 
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Joint Meeting-March 8, 198.t 
Cabinet on RUiian llights/COalittee on Bthics 
On March a, 1984, the Cabinet on Haan lligbts and the Ccad.ttee on Bthlcs •t 
to discuss roles and responsibilities. 
'l'opics of aotual interest were accountability am responsibility. '!be Cabinet 
on Buman Rights is accountable to the Board of Directors ana reports t:o the 
House of Delegates. Cabinet responsibilities include evaluating trends and 
issues in th~ area of human rights and establishing a plan of operation. for 
such responsibilities as developing standards, reo encling policies ana 
providing fot 41ssealnation of infomation. 
'l'he Ccxmllittee on Ethics is accountable to the House of Delegates am reports 
t,:, the Board of Directors. CClamittee on Bthics responsibilities are: 
1. Formulating revisions of the Code for Rurses and reo:wnding them t:o 
the Bouse of Delegates 
2. Providing for dissemination of the Code for Hurses and prca:>ting 
application of the code 
3. Interpreting the Code for Rurses. 
The Committee on Ethics chairperson discussed the cabinet's role in helping 
implement number 1, and number 11 of the code. The Code for Rarses is 
patient/client oriented. It does not specifically address the human righbs of 
nurses as a group. 
Xllf:ac:09 
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2420 Pershing Road, Kansas City. Missouri 64108 
C816) 474.5720 
Eunice R. Cole. R.N. 
Presraen, 
JUt:lith A. Ryan. Ph.D .• R.N. 
i; ,er-..;,ti-.e Direc:r,r 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
SNA Presidents 
SNA Executive Directors 
Mary J. Finnin, M.S.N., R.N. 
ANA Treasurer 
and 
Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on Human Rights· 
December 6, 1985 
Economic Sanctions to Oppose Apartheid in South Africa 
Washington Office: 
1101 14th Street. N.W. 
Suite 200 
Washington. D.C. 20005 
{202) 789--1800 
iJEC 9 1985 
The ANA policy regarding economic sanctions to oppose apartheid in South 
Africa was established by the 1985 House of Delegates in a resolution by that name. 
As directed by the house, the CoR111ittee on Finance at its meeting 
September 30-0ctober 2, 1985, made reconmendations for activities to implement 
the resolution which were subsequently adopted by the Soard of Directors at 
its October 2-5, 1985, meeting. The board policy does not allow the purchase 
of stocks in any company ~ith investments or loans in South Africa, including 
those companies which ; ,1'•1e adopted the Su 1l iv an principles • The board a 1 so 
adopted a plan for div!!stiture of the ANA portfolio of al 1 South African 
securities over a twelve month period, beginning October 1985. 
The Cabinet on Human Rights and the Conmittee on Finance encourage the state 
nurses' associations to similarly develop and implement a plan to divest the 
SNA portfolio of all South Africa~ securities. 
Also as directed by the house, the cabinet wi 11 be conducting a survey of 
state nurses' associations to assess the SNAs' progress in reconciling 
corporate policies with the profession's beliefs. This is to advise the SNAs 
that a survey from the cabinet will be included in the Friday mailing 
February 21, 1986, with a response date requested for March 14, 1986. The 
cabinet will be seeking information about whether SNAs have taken positions on 
economic sanctions to oppose apartheid, whether they have developed plans for 
divestment, whether some or all divestment has occurred and what other 
activfties t:he SNAs have conducted to reconcile corporate po 1 icies with the profession's beliefs. 
ANA - Ao Equal Opponurnri Emp:cyer 
Clf~-
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1111 attictled ateri1ls are provided as background inforaatian for SIA 8 
dtscussiaas illd pJ ... fng for divestaent. 
1. Discussion of Su11ivan principles 
2. Fiscal considerations in adopting a divestant policy 
3. Listing of coapanies doing business in South Africa 
MJf:.XH:PB:mw 
nhm5y 
Foreign Investment in South Africa 
Sullivan Principles 
ATTAOf4ENT t 
The Investor Responsibility Research Cente1"1 S 1984 Directory of Foreign Investment 
in South Africa and Namibia listed 284 U.S. companies as having direct investment in 
South Africa and/or Namibia. According to U.S. Caaerce Department figures, the 
total asset value of U.S. coq>anies with direct investment in South Africa was 
$2.3 billion as of 12-31-83 or roughly 31 of overall direct investment in the country. 
In the aggregate U.S. companies employ 110,000 workers, a fraction of the available workforce. 
Of the 284 canpanies with direct investment in S01.Jth Africa, 123 were reported to be 
Sullivan Signatories. Approximately 152 of the 284 companies are included in the 
Standard & Poors 500 and only 32 of the 123 Sallivan Signatories are not included in the Standard & Poors 500. 
Reverend Leon H. Sullivan in a joint effort with 12 U.S. canpanies in 19n developed 
a set of guidelines, actually a code of conduct for U.S. canpanies operating in South 
Africa. The Reverend Sullivan has served since 1950 as the pastor of Zion Baptist 
Church in Philadelphia. He currently serves on the boards af a number of nationally 
recognized corporations and/or organizations including General Motors, Mellon 
National Corp., Girard Bank, Philadelphia Savings Fund Society and the Boy Scouts of Merica. 
The code. conmonly referred to as the Sullivan Principles. is a set of six state-
ments designed to pranote race equality in employment practices for U.S. finns 
operating in South Africa. Attached is the Sullivan mcodes of Conduct for Companies 
Operating in South Africa." In swmrary fonn the Principles are: 
Principle 1: Nonsegregation of the Races in All Eating, Canfort, Locker 
Rooms, and Work Facilities. 
Principle 2: Equal and Fair Employment Practices for All Employees. 
Principle 3: Equal Pay for All Employees Doing Equal or Comparable 
Work for the Same Period of Time. 
Principle 4: Initiation and Development of Training Programs that Will 
Prepare Blacks. Coloureds, and Asians in Substantial Numbers 
for Supervisory. Administrative. Clerical and Technical Jobs. 
Principle 5: Increasing the Number of Blacks, Coloureds, and Asians in 
Management and Supervisory Positions. 
::ttz 
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Principle 6: Improving the Qualit7 of ~ployees' tives Out-~ 
side the Wo.r!( !~•ri:0r-.ment in Such rl.l:'eas as \$7 
Housi~g, '!.':.';:i.nspor~3tion. Sc~oolin~, Recreation, 
and Realth Facili~ies. 
As a means cf ~onito:ina com~liance with t~e Principles several 
subgroups ~ave e~olved #hich.incluce: 
Cl) The International Council for ~quality of Opportunity 
Principles, !nc:. (!<:ZOE'), an ac::zinist:a~ive ar.a .. 
G) 
100: 
I 
., L 
(2) Arthur o. Little, a consulting firm which provides annual 
ratings of the signatories on their performance. 
Rt:10ftWJ Units I I 
(3} Industry Support Unit, a group of representatives from 
signatory companies which. focus on fund raising as a 
means of coordinating pol.icy and planning issues. 
(4) Task Forces, a series of eight, participants being repre-
sentatives of signator; companies. Task forces c:cncentrate 
on various aspects of the Sul.l.ivan Principles. 
As outli.~ed in the- •Eighth Report on t.'le Signator.1 Companies~ 
to the SUllivan Principles, all reporting signatories noted that 
their work places had been desegratec!. Attached are six graphs 
vhi.c:!l dep~ct the •~feet of •~forts on the part of signatories ove~ 
1:he last few reporting periods ~0 implement each of the Princ:ipleU 
In general the graphs indicate that: 
•AJ.1 of the reporting Signatories state that all. their 
.facilities are c!esegrated (Principle l). 
*All reporting Signatories indicate t..'lat they have common 
medical., pension, and insurance plans (Principle 2). 
-Black employees are still receiving higher average percentage 
pay increases t.'tan Whites, though the average percentage 
increase is decreasing (Principl!'! 3). 
*Proportionate participation by Blacks, Coloureds, and Asians 
in training programs for sales positions has continued to 
increase (Principle 4). 
*The proportion of Blacks, Colourecs, and Asians in super-
visory positions has resumed a slow increase (Principle 5). 
*Contributions for community development continue to increa~e (Principle 6). 
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INDICATORS OF PROGRESS 
:::Jtz z.· 
,ifi~li~t!~~W:";, .. 
Art.'lur o. Li~tle, 
on a rela~i!e ~asis on 
ing ca.1:egor::.es. 
0 anJcs sic:matorie:s the rating a~ency;r:s using.the follow-Inc., . af t'l'nestionna_ -the bas1ts ~-
I 
II 
III 
. ~-cd Procrress Making__, -
kakinq Proqres:_~ll ~cor~ 
(A) Based on .M,breviaced aeport CB) Based on. 
More Active Needs to Become. Point Score 
(A} Received Low Basic Requirements (B) Did Not Pass . 
(C) Non-Reporting 
,. '''' ,•, ··.-, .. 
', . -,•~ ,.,,_ . .., •. r , 
The Sulli- Principia,,_.,. !lee, .,,,plifled.,., 1..,, OCcaicas sine,, lboi- "-once IA 1'77. 
The mas, recent ""'Plitkati.,., ""' in November 1,a. ond ia unc!erl!necl in rile to&wn,g tex:. 
. Prlnc:lpie L Non-oeg,.Ption of ""'races in all eatuw, CDrnfort Olld -ic foci/lties. 
Ead, signato, of Ille Sta_, of Pr!IIC4,les trill P,Geftd 1-..,tely too 
• l!lintinate vestiges of raci,al dlsaimination., 
• Remove race desi&naticn signs. 
• Oesegrep,e ail atmg. COnlfort and wortc lacilit1es. 
Prlncipi., IL ~..., hr em1>1aym..,, lll'Octlces tar~ 
Eacll sipa1ar of Illes..,...,,..,, of Principles •ill prac,;ed irnmedluely too 
. • 1m--. __ fair·--can,i;.._ ol ""'""'1mcnt. . 
• Pr0¥ide ~rar,, eligibiJiq, tor benelir plans. 
• l!olalll&li - --le ---...-...... ,..__ , ... lludring - n,. .... incaYi4al •Plo,ee c:~ 
• ... ..... Ille oliminatiion of all __, ,__ Clbcrlmina....,. lbs Wlicll im-
- - af - - - - - -- of emp1oy-_._ ____ ofjof)-......iab~---~l"eS1rictians • laladts.., Olfle,- naa-9flires,. • .....,ar, .ae ......__ o1 ....,_. a.~ at 111-=b "'form 
ar ...... •-....._ "'Plu-4-~....,. _ --i.ace ~--~°'lladia•1ana111er_.._ __ --=11r trade Ulliaas wllim am. 
• S.U.., ot 111ac1r _.._•.., ,_ h- ot •• cio-- - -.... ....... ..,,,_,....., .. . -,.-. ___ ., __ ricf,u. 
• ......._ lllaclr _.._• ar tlloir it Ille••€\•-of"""'-
- -- ..... ........_, ____ ..,_., tlloir .-pvJm. .. WllleJoca,ca &liq  
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• Design and implement a wage and salary administration plan which is applied 
equally to &JI employees, regard.less of race. who ,ire performing equal or com-
parable work. 
• !'11 equitable syuem of job c:la.ssifications, induding a review of the 
disuncaon betwffft hourty and salaried c.lassific:ations. 
• Determine the extent upgrad~ of personnel and/or jobs in the upper echelons 
is needed, and accordingly implement programs to acc:ompUsh this obj~tive in 
re~resentative numbers, ensuring the employment of b!ac:Jcs and other non-
whites at au levels of company operations. 
• Assign equitable :,-,age and sa!:VY ranges, the minimwn of these to be weU 
aJ:love the appropnate local minimum ee_onomic living IeveJ. 
PrffiC;iPle IV. Initiation of and development of training programs that will prepare, in sub-
stanu~ "':'mbers, blades and oeher non-whites far supervisory, administrative, clerical and 
technical Jobs. 
Each signator of the Statement of Principles will proceed immediately tc: 
• O~termine ~ployee craining needs and capabilities, and identify emp(oyees 
wu:h potential. for funher .tvancement. 
• Tue advantage of existing outside training resources and ac:tivitie5p such as 
exchange programs, technical colleges, and similu institutions or programs. 
• ~port. the d~velopm~t of outside training fac:ilities, inclivictuaUy or c0llK-
t1vely-tnc!udu,g. technacal c:enrers, professional trGning exposure, c:orre51>on-
denc:e and extension courses, as appropriate, for extensive training outreach. 
• Initiate and expand inside~~ programs and facilities. 
Princ:ip,le V. ln<:rusing me nurn~ of blades and other non-whites in management and 
supenisory positions. 
. Each signator of me Statement of Principles will proceed immediately to: 
• Identify, actively recruit, train and develop a sufficient and significant number 
of blacks a_nct other non-wtdtes to assure that as quiddy as pos.sible there will 
be appropnate representadan of blades and other non-whites in the manage-
ment group of each company at &lJ levels of c:peratior.s. 
• Establish management development programs for blades and other non-whites, 
as needed, and improve existing programs and facilities far developing manage-
ment skills of blades and other non-whites. 
• Identify and chaMel high manqement potential blades and other non-white 
employees into management development programs. 
Principle vt: Improving the quality of employees• lives outside the work environment in such 
areas as housi,., t:ransportation, schooling, recreation and heal th facilities. _ .... __ . 
::ttz -z.. 
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Each signator of the Statement of Princ:ipies will proceed immediately tc: 
o Evaluate existing and/or develop programs, as appropriate, to address the spe-
cific needs of blade and oU'lef non-white employees in the areas of housing, 
health care, transportation and recreation. 
o Evaluate methods ior utilizing existing, expanded or newly established in-
hcuse medical fadlides or other medical programs to improve medical care 
for all non-whites and their dependents. 
o Partidpate in the development of programs that address the educational needs 
of employees, their dependents, and the JacaJ community. Both individual and 
collective programs sho~dd be considered, in addition to ted1nic:al education, 
incJuding such activities as literacy education, busineu training. direct assis-
tance to local schools, contributions and scholarships. 
o Support changes in inflwc control Jaws to provide for the right of black migrant 
workers to normal family life. 
o Increase utilization of and assist in the development of bw:k and other non-
whlte owned and operated business enterprises including distributors, suppliers 
of goods and services and manufacturers. 
With all the foregoing in mind, it is the obj~dve of the companies ta involve and assist in 
the education and training of large and telling numbers of blac::1<5 and odler' non-whites as 
quickly as possible. The ultimate impact of thil ef!ort is intended to be o.f massive propor-. 
tlon, reaching millions. 
INCREASED DIMENSIONS OF ACTIVmES OUTSJOE THE WORKPLACE 
o Use influence and support the unrestricted tighTs of blade businesses to locate 
in the urban areas af the nation. 
o Influence other companies in South Africa to follow the standards of egual 
rights princ:ip!es. 
o Support the freedom of mobility of blade worket's to sei!k employment opeor-
tuniries wherever they exist, and make po.ssible orovisions for adequate h<x.i.5-
ing for families of employees within the proximity of workers• em0loyment. 
o Support the recension of all apar:heid laws. 
PERIODIC REPORTING 
The Signatory Companies of the Statement of Prindples will proc:eed immediately to: 
o Report progress on an annual basis to Reverend Sullivan through me indepen-
dent administrative unit he has established. 
o Have aU areas specified by Reverend Suilivan audited by a certified public 
accounting Urm. 
o Inform all employees of the company's aMUa1 periodic report rating and invite 
their input en ways to improve Che rating. 
}~j 
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SOLL.IVAN S:IGNATOllIES 
Abbott L&borataries 
American Cyanamid Ca. 
American &press Co. 
American Home Produc:u Co,p.. 
American lntematicnal Group Inc. 
Armco Inc. 
Ash.land OU Inc. 
8ausdl & Lomb Inc. 
&uter TravenoJ Laboratories Inc. 
Borden Inc:. 
8org-W.rner Corp. 
Btistal.-Myers Ca. 
Burroughs Carp. 
Butteridc Co. Jnc. 
car Industries Inc. 
CBS Inc. 
CJCNAC«p. 
CPC Jn1ernaaona1 Inc:. 
~tex Petroleum Corp. 
c.nauon Co. 
caterpillv Tr~or Co. 
<:a.nese· Carp. . 
. Tbe Chase Manhattan Carp. 
Citicorp 
coca-coiac:o. 
Co!gate-Paltnolive Cea. 
Control Da~ Corp. 
Cooper Industries Inc. 
Cwnmina Engine Co. Inc:. 
D'arcy..Mac:Manus & Muius \Vorld"!ide Jnc. 
Dan & kraft Inc. 
Deet-e It Co. 
DeJait1e &skins de Sells 
Oona!c:bon Co. Inc. 
Dow Cbemic:aJ Co. 
Dreuer lndustri~ Inc. . 
E.L du Pont de Nemours de Co. Inc. 
Eastman Kodak Ca. 
Eatan Corp. 
Engellare1c:arp. 
£nan Carp. 
FMCCorp. 
Feder&J.Mogw Corp. 
Ferro Corp. . 
Firestone Tire Rubber Ci. 
John Fluke Mmiuf ac:turing Co. 
Fluor Corp. 
Ford Motar Co. 
Poster Wheeler Corp. 
Fr~n !Jec:1:ric: Co. Inc. 
General Electric: Co. 
Genera, Motors Corp. 
The General Tire it Rubber Co. 
Gillette E:o. 
The COOdyear Tire de R. ubber Co. 
W.R. Crace .SC Co. 
•~her E. Heuer Oveneas Corp. 
Hewlett-Packard Co. 
Honeywefl Inc. 
Hoover Co. 
ITTCorp. . 
lntemationa! Business Mac:h.ines Corp. 
International Harvester Co. 
Inrernatiorql Minerw de ChernicaJ. Corp. 
Tbe Interpublic Croup of <;ompanies Inc:. 
lonnson it John.son Co. 
Johnson Cona-ou 1nc:. 
Joy ManufKturing Co • 
keUoggCo. 
EU '- illy 4c Ca. 
Marrion Carp. 
Marsh 4c Md. ennan Cos. Inc. 
Mc:Qraw--HilJ Inc. 
Meuurex Corp. 
Metc:k & Co. .Inc:. 
Mine Sa!ety Appliances Co. 
Minnesota Mining le Manufacturing Co. 
MobU Corp. 
Monsanto Ca. 
Motorola Inc:. 
NCN8 Corp. 
NCR Corp. 
Nabisco Brands Inc:. 
NaJc:o Chemic:aJ Co. 
Norton Co. 
OllnCorp. 
The Parker Pen Co. 
PennwaJt Corp. 
Pepsico Jnc:. 
Pfizer Jnc:. 
ct 
?helps Dodge Coq,.. 
?hibro-Sl.lomon lnc. 
?hillips Petroleum Ca. 
?~ythean Co. . • :_ 'nc. ~e&der's Cigest Auoc:a-• • 
~exnordlnc. . 
l.J. Reynolds lndustnes tnc. 
iicnardscn-Vicks Inc:. 
i.ockwell lnternationa.l Corp. 
tonm at Hus Co. 
>Chering-Piough Corp. 
rhe Sentry Corp. 
,mi thKJine Beckman Cotp. 
iperry Corp. 
5quibb Carp. . 
itandard Oil Co. (Oh.io) 
iterllng Crug Inc. 
e 
Tambrands Inc. 
Tenneco IPc. 
T.unelnc. 
The Trane Co. 
Trans- World Corp. 
Transwodd Carp. 
UAL Inc. 
Union Cubicle Corp. 
United States Ciypswn Ca. 
United Tecbnalogies Corp. 
Upjom Co. • . 
warner Cammwuanons Inc. 
wuner~amben Co. 
Weninghause Eleeuic C«p. 
WWM'..£11is Co. 
Xerox Carp. 
.. - ... 
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Fiscal Considerations in Adopting 
a Divestment Policy 
ATTACHMENT 2 
In general terms a restricted non-South African investment policy would imply the 
following: 
(1) Increased investment risk - the universe of stocks from which 
security selections were made typically would have higher beta's 
and the universe itself would be smaller in number. 
(2) Reduced investment and diversification opportunities - The· 
universe of stocks would be colt1)r1sed largely of smaller capital-
ized, largely domestic companies. Typically industry representation 
would be restricted, i.e.: that office equipment, drug and interna-
tional oil industries have significantly less representation. 
(3) Reduced liguidiWa - with a universe of smaller capitalized stocks 
the volume of s are trading per issue would be reduced. 
(4) Higher Transaction Costs - increased cocm1ission costs. 
(5) Limited Availability of Research - smaller capitalized stocks are less 
well known and not widely ¥o1Iowed by professional analysts. 
SNAs should consider these fiscal issues with their investment portfolio managers. 
e 
ATTACJ14EHT 3 
Canpanies Doing Business in South Africa. 
ANA will utilize the directory published by the Investor Responsibility Research 
Center {IRRC) as the reference source for identification of cmpanies with invest-
ments er loans in South Africa. SNAs in conjunction with their portfolio managers. 
may want to consider this source as investment portfolios are reviewed. The address 
and phone number of IRRC is: 
Investor Responsibility Research Center 
Suite 900 
1319 F Street, N.W. 
Washington, o.c. 20004 
Phone: 202-833-3727 
Attached is the 1984 listing of companies doing business with South Africa~ 
SOO'RCE: Investor Responsibility .Research Center 
AGaIOJT.TUU, FORES'?RY AND FISBDIG: w. a. Grace & co. 
Al?PAREI. AND 0'1'HU '?EXTILE PRODO'C"l'S: 
Bla.e Bell Inc:. 
VF Corp. 
CBEMICALS AND ALLim> PRODUCTS: 
Abbott Laboratories 
Air Products & Chemicals Inc. 
American Cy~amid co. 
American Rome Prcducts Corp. 
Chesebrough-Pond's Inc. 
Colgate-Palmolive Co. 
Cooper I.aborato~ies Inc. 
Diamond Shamrock Corp. 
E. I. duPont deNemoars ·,· CO. 
Eastman Kodak CO. 
FMC Corp. 
Ferro corp. 
GAF Corp. 
Henkel Corp. . 
International Flavors, Fragrances Inc. 
Eli Lilly• CO. 
Loctite Corp. 
'l'he Lubrizol Corp. 
Merck, Co. Inc. 
Nalco Chemical Co. 
National Starch, Chemical Corp. 
Olin Corp. 
Pfizer Inc. 
Phillips Petroleum CO. 
Quaker Chemical corp. 
.Revlon Inc. 
Richardson-Vicks Inc. 
A.H. Robins Co. Inc. 
Rohm, Haas co. 
Schenectady Chemicals Inc. 
Schering-Plough Corp. 
SmithXline Beckman Corp. 
Squibb COrp. 
Stauffer Chemical Co. 
Sterling Drug Inc. 
sun Chemical corp. 
Union carbide Corp. 
Opjohn Co. 
Warner .... Lambert Co. 
r 
=tt~~ 
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CONSTRUCTION: 
03I Industries Inc. 
Fluor Corp. 
Foster Wheeler corp. 
Lonqyear co. 
EI.EC'?RIC AND ELEC'tRONIC i'!QOIPME?rr: 
Champion Spark Plug Co. 
Oukane Corp. 
John Fluke Manufacturing co. 
General Electric: Co. 
General Signal. Corp. 
GTE Corp. 
Hoover Co. 
IT'? Corp. 
Johnson Controls Inc. 
Midland-Ross Corp. 
Motorola Inc. 
Oak Industries Inc. 
Raytheon Co. 
Scovill Inc. 
The Singer ca. 
Sperry Corp. 
United Technologies Corp. 
Westinghouse Electric: Corp. 
ELECTRONIC COMPUTING EQt?IPMENT: 
Amdahl Corp. 
Bw:::-oughs corp. 
Control Data Corp. 
Hewlett-Packard co. 
International Business Machines Corp. 
Mohawk Data Sciences Corp. 
NCR Corp. 
Perkin-Elmer Corp. 
Wang Laboratories Inc. 
Xerox Corp • 
FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS: 
Automatic: Switch Co. 
The Slack, Decker Man~acturing Co. 
Crown Cork, S~al Co. Inc. 
Federal-Mogul Corp. 
Houdaille Industires Inc. 
Illinois Tool Works Inc. 
Joy Manufacturing co. 
,Red.land Braas Corp. 
B. B. Robertson Co. 
SPS Technologies Inc. 
Square D Co. 
The St:anley Works 
Warner Elect:ie Brake & Clutch Co. 
1tNANCE, INSUMNCE ANO REAL ESTATE:. 
American International Group Inc. 
Th• Chase Manhattan Corp. 
Citicorp 
City Investing Co. 
'1'he Continental. Corp. 
The Harper Group 
Walter E. Seller overseas Corp. 
Marsh, McLennan Cos. Inc. 
N01B corp. 
FOOD ANO 1UNORED PRODOCTS: 
Beatrice Companies Inc:. 
Borden Inc:. 
carnation co. 
coca-cola co. 
CPC International Inc. 
Dart & Kratt Inc. 
Dr. Pepper Co. 
General Foods corp. 
Kellogg CO. 
Nabisco Brands Inc:. 
Pepsico Inc. 
INSTlltlMENTS »m BZLA'n:I> PRODOC'rS: 
Accuray Corp. . 
American Hospital Supply Corp. 
Bausch• I.crmb Inc. 
sell' Howell co. 
Bristol-Myers co. 
Frankl.in Electric co. Inc. 
Johnson , Johnson co. 
Medtronic Inc. 
Mine Safety Applianc:es Co. 
Rexnord Inc. 
Sybron Corp. 
I.OMBER ANO 0"fHE.R WOOD PRODUC'!S: 
Tidwell Industries Inc. 
MINING: 
Engel.hard corp. 
• 
International Minerals, Chemical Corp. 
Newmont Mining Corp. 
Tenneco Inc:. . 
United States Steel Corp. 
MISCEI.LANEOOS MAmJPAC'rtJllDG nmosnn:s: 
Gillette Co. 
S. c. Johnson , Son Inc. 
'?be Parker Pen co. 
::Jtz '2.. 
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NON-ELECTRICAL MACSINERY: 
Allis-chalmers Corp. 
AM International Inc. 
Baker International Corp. 
Borg-Warner Corp. 
Suc:yrus-E.rie Co. 
Cascade Corp. 
Caterpillar Tractor Co. 
Chicago Pneumatic Tool co. 
Cooper Industries Inc. 
Deere & co. 
Dresser Industries Inc. 
Eaton Corp • 
Emhart Corp. 
Harnischfeger Corp. 
Honeywell Inc:. 
Hughes Tool Co. 
Ingersoll-Rand co. 
International Harvester Co. 
Millipore Corp. 
Smith International Corp. 
Sullair Corp. 
The Timken Co. 
Tokheim Corp. 
The Trane Co. 
Twin Disk Inc:. 
Wean· O'ni ted Inc. 
PAPER AtlD ALLIED PRODUCTS: 
Avery International Corp. 
Kimberly-Clark carp. 
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing co. 
Tambrands Inc. 
PE':ROLEO'M ANO COAL PROOOCTS: 
Ashland Oil Inc. 
Exxon Corp. 
Mobil Corp. 
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio) 
Standard Oil Co. of California 
Texaco Inc. 
PRL"IARY METAL INOOS'l'RIES: 
Allegheny International Inc. 
Armco Inc. 
Bundy Corp. 
National-Standard Co. 
Phelps Dodge Corp. 
• 
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING: 
Grolier Inc. 
Mac::nilla.n Inc:. 
McGraw-Rill Inc:. 
Simpl~c:ity Pattern Co. Inc. 
John Wiley• Sans Inc:. 
RE'?Alt. 'f!W)£: 
Marriott Corp. 
Pizza Inn Inc. 
RUSSER AND MISC. PI.ASTICS PROD'OC'?S: 
Bandaq Inc. 
Dow Chemical Co. 
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. 
The Goodyear.Tire & Rubber Co. 
Heal. th.dyne Inc:. 
Uniroyal Inc. 
Wynn's International Inc. 
SERVICES: 
American Express Co. 
BBDO Internationu Inc. 
CIGNA COrp. 
Celanese Corp. 
Computer Sciences Corp. 
The Dun & Bradstreet: Corp. 
. Flow General. Inc. 
Foote Cone & Belding Commanicatioa.s Inc. 
Gel.co Corp. 
I.M.S. International Inc. 
'?he Interpublic Group of _Companies_ Inc. 
JWl' Group Inc. 
Measurex corp. 
National Education Corp. 
A. c. Nielsen Co. 
Ogilvy & Mather International Inc. 
Steiner Corp. 
Stona & Webster Inc:. 
UAL Inc:. 
Warner Communications Inc. 
STONE, CLAY Aa.'nl GLASS PRODUCTS: 
Libbey-Owens-Ford co. 
Norton Co. 
tJni1:ed States Gypsam Co. 
'l'EXTII.E KILL PRODUCTS: 
·Albany International. Corp. 
West Point-Pepperell. Inc. 
i 
I 
I 
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TOBACCO MluVOFACt'ORE: 
.a. J. Rei;-nolds Industries ~c. 
'?llNSPOR'l'A1':tON AND POB.I.ZC trrtt.rn!:S: 
AMR Corp. 
Air Express International Corp. 
CBS Inc. 
Emery Air Freight Co:-p. 
~: Corp. 
Pan American World Ail::wa.ys, Inc. 
Trans world Carp. 
'rRANSPORTA~ION EQUIPMENT: 
Boeing Co. 
Crunmin:a ~;-iae: CO. Inc. 
Donaldson Co. Inc. 
Ford Motor co. 
Fruehauf corp. 
General Mcto:rs corp. 
Maremont corp. 
Martin Marietta Corp. 
Parker Hannifin Corp. 
'WHOLESAU: 'l'IW:)E: 
Applied Power Inc. 
Echlin Co. 
Monsanto Co. 
Phibro-Salomon Inc. 
G.D. Searle i Co. 
Van Dusen Air Inc. 
PURPOSE: 
DIREX.:1'1~: 
SAMPLE COPY 
~.ION Nt:JBSES' 1\SSOCIATIQ! 
S'!Wa'FX;IC Klticr PIANNnlG SURVEY 
'!be p.npose of this survey is: 
1. to detemine the extent to wich state nurses 
associatiC11S, ANA cabinets, 1IN1!. ca:mcils, 
se1ect.ed oz:ganizational units, aD3. the knerican 
Acaderr¥ of Nursing support the statement of 
mission and strategic directi.oos the Am\ Boa.rd 
of Dil:ect:oz:s p:z:opose the organization :r;:ursue, and 
2. to solicit atgani.zational :i.nplt into the 
develquent of program activities appn,priate 
for each strategy. 
1. First read the stat.anent of mission on 
page 1 of the survey and in:licate Mlether 
your m:ganizationaJ unit agrees or 
clisag]:ees with each part of the statement. 
2. Then read each goal statement and .telated 
strategies aJXl describe the extent to which 
ycur organizational unit feels the related 
strategies a.te appropcia.te for ANA to pursue. 
3. If }'Qlr cxganization wishes to suggest other 
app:rtyrlate strategies, please list them. 
4. After each strategy, please list your 
~tional unit IS suggestioos for 
program activities 'Which might be appropriate 
for that strategy. .An exanple of a pmgtdlll 
activity that <nlld be ~te for 
Goal I, A: Resea:cch is "~tive 
studies of the cost of nursing care in 
nursing hateS am cammu.ty mrs.ing services. If . 
5. Please mtum this questiamai.te to Susan 
Hartley, Director, Statistics and Data Analysis,· 
Center for Resean:h, by Novent>er 15, 1985. 
What ~anizat:icxal. Wlit does this suxvey :represent? Cabinet on Human Rights 
::Jtz z... 
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Statement of Missiai 
leadership and representation for the 
pr:ofessian in both na.tialal and intm:na.ti.anal 
affairs; 
infcmnation and xesem:ch relevant to tbe 
develqaent and advancetent of nursing practice, 
nursiD:J educatim, !lllr&iD;J services and 
the econanic ao:3 general welfare of mrses; 
for a coominated system of C.tedential.ing 
for the nursing profession; and 
for the maintenance and Oiganizational. 
st.tength of the Anerican Nurses' Association, 
its affiliates arw3 its caistituents. 
~} 
/,; Ccmnents oo. the staten:ent of missiai: 
.-/-
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Disagree 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
(DLS -
aat. I. mwm 'IHE SC!EN'1'IFIC Am RPEFJ\1DI MSE ma NOBSING PR1C1'ICE 
Tot.ally . 5anewbat 
App:r:opriate Appropriate 
Organizat-imaI strategies ANA should pursue: 
A. Peseut:h ( ) 
Your p?tJg:r:an suggestions: 
SCmewhat 
Irmppm-
priate 
( ) 
Develop comprehensive data bases for planning and implementing 
human rights and affirmative action. 
B. Plmllcaticns ( xJ ( ) ( ) 
Yem: progzan suggesticns: 
Publish articles on access to care for vulnerable population. 
c. Clearinghcase, Library and 
lm:bival Services 
( X) ( ) ( ) 
Totally 
!nappm--
pri.ate 
( ) 
( J 
( } 
pwgia suggestims: 
Establish a library with articles, books, video and other resources 
on hUDan rights, affirmative action and cultural diversity in 
nursing; serv~ as a clearing house for information that can be shared 
with appropriate structural units; compile data arid serve as 
a clearinghouse for information about vulnerable populations. 
D. ( , ( ) ( J ( ) 
Yazr pmgzam suggast:im&: 
- 4 -
If. theze are other strategies yaur otganizilt:irml unit thinks 1IUJl.d be apptq:1riate far 
Goal I, please list them and program suggestims xelated to than at this point. 
-s-
Goal n. nm »m SYST1!H: FOR NOP.Sim 
Salefflat 
Totally Salamat Imqp.co-
Appmpriate Appmpriate pn,priate 
Ocgnnhatimal SU:ategies ma should pursue: 
A. Standam Setting (x ) ( ) ( , 
Ymr pro;µ:am saggest:ions: 
The Cabinet on Human Rights would collaborate with appropriate 
cabinets and councils. 
B. Federal am State Legislation 
am 
Your p%0gzan suggestions: 
( } ( ) 
Assure equal access to all segments of nursing community. 
• 
c. Credentialing ( X) ( ) ( ) 
Yoor prugzam suggesticms: 
·see above 
D.BducatiaJal.Pmgraming ( x) . ( ) ( ) 
Yem: PEO:ltatt suggesticms: 
ANA will work with nursing educators and other nursing organizations 
to include content related to cultural diversi~y and socio-cultural 
aspects in nursing education programs. 
=#z z.. 
··•.·•• .. ·•'•~; 
'l'otally 
Inapp:o-
priate 
( ) 
{ ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Totally Sc2nelmat 
Scnewbat 'l'ot:ally 
'T 
Apptcpriate~ 
E. Qllality Assurance ( x> ( ) ( ) 
pd.ate 
( ) 
Your progxan suggestials: 
Evaluate programs and projects to assure the quality and appropriateness 
of programs as relates to human rights and affirmative acticn, as well 
as evaluate programs as relates to appropriate access to vulnerable 
population. Document numbers of minorities who have gained benefits 
from educational and credentialing systems. 
F. Liai sat Activities ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Work directly with those ANA organizational units directly 
concerned with education and credentialing to insure human 
rights and affirmative action issues are addressed. 
G. Affinnative Action ( x) ( ) ( ) 
Develop Human Rights/Affirmative Action policy statement. 
Develop companion document to 1985 Affirmative Action document. 
Develop comprehensive data base to track human rights/affirmative 
action activities in order to plan human rights/affirmative action 
programming. 
If them are other strategies year organizatia,al unit thinks would be fer 
Goal II, please list than arx1 pmgxau, suggestians J:elated to them at this :Eclnt-
Recruitment 
• 
( ) 
_,_ 
Goal m. RESffi.l:JuRE mE roR DELIVERY OF NURSING SERVICES 
sarewhat Totally 
'l'otally 5aDewhat Inappm-
Appmpriate Appropriate priate pria.te 
0.rganizaticml strategies ANA should pJrSUe: 
A. Health Services Policy Develqment ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Yair program suggestions: 
Assist SNAs to participate in the health services policy development 
and implementation of the organizational arrangements on the state 
level. especially in relation to nursing services for vulnerable 
populations. Particular attention should be given to insuring 
nursing services for vulnerable populations in the restructured 
organizational arrangements. Paragraph 3, page 2, report to 
the board, Commitment and Action on Human Rights, 3/85. 
B. Federal and State Iegislatioo 
am Regulatiam 
YOI.Ir pt\)31.dlli suggestiar.s: 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Introduction or change in laws and regulations concerning reiumbursement 
for nursing services, especially in relation to services for vulnerable 
populations. Introduction of laws and regulations concerning provision 
of nursing services to vulnerable populations without services. Develop-
ment of enforcement mechanisms related to provision of services. 
c. Public Affairs ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Your progzau suggesticm;: 
Define public affairs. 
If public relations, market amount, types and diversity of 
nursing services, cost effectiveness and outcomes of such 
services to vulnerable populations based on empirical data. 
D. F..dacatialal Prograiaum1J ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Support increase of minority nurses educationally prepared for 
leadership positions in planning and implementation of restructured 
organizational arrangements. 
( ) 
( ) 
E. Assistance to States in I.5bar-
Relatims/Fcancmic Secarity 
Yair pzcgzam suggesticns: 
- 8 -
'lbtally ScJner.41at 
Appmpriat:e A£p:c.pti4te 
( ) ( ) { ) 
Tot::ally 
l'nappm-
priate 
( ) 
Assist states to develop plans for labor relations/economic 
security in conjunction with plans for restructuring of organizational 
arrangements> especially as they may relate to nurses providing 
services to vulnerable populations. 
F. Qaality Assurance ! ) ( ) ( ) 
Your pr031arn suggestions: 
Develop mechanisms at national level and assist SNAs to develop 
mechanisms at the state level to monitor quality of nursing 
services in restructured organizational arrangements. 
G. Be.search ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Ymr ptogzao suggestions: 
Develop data base on nursing services provided with respect 
to populations served, specific resources provided, cost of 
such, services and patient outcomes in restructured organizational 
arrangements. 
H. Infcmmticn Management ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Your progzan saggestims: 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Develop system whereby above data may be aggregated at the national 
level using computer network system. Collaborate with federal 
government and other national organizations that have or will have 
data bases relevant to nursing services in development and implementation 
of the above. 
I. Lieism Activities 
Yoor prugzau suggesticns: 
J. Calsultative Services 
Ymr prop.am suggestions: 
JC. Financial Assistance 
Ymr prop.am suggestions: 
-9-
Totally 5alamat 
Apprcpriate Apprcpriate 
( ) { ) 
' ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
Salemat 
Inappro-
priate 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
If them am other strategies your arganizatia1al unit thinks WOJld be a:pprq,riate for 
Goal rn, please list them and picg:z:au suggestions :telated to them at this point. 
=lfzz. 
__ ,_ .Clf fl. 
, .. ;+,~\~%, .. 
Totally 
Inar;:pro-
priat:e 
{ ) 
( J 
( ) 
- 10 -
PMMENr S!S'1D1S ro FIRHr.l:; NlJkllNG SP.Rl1.ICES 
SCJraimat 
1btally Smawhat!nappro-
1'ppmpdate priate 
A. PaeaJ:dl ( x) ( ) ( ) 
Totelly 
( ) 
Explore programs to identify specific health care needs of vulnerable 
populations. Explore alternative health care delivery systems comparing 
which is cost effective or cost efficient. Develop sufficiently 
sensitive methodologies to identify where service reduction can be made 
without compromising quality care to all populations. 
B. Representation ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Yair pr03Lan suggest.ialS: 
Refer to E&GW. 
C. Fauth Services Policy Develqment ( ) 
Yoor pro;JLan suggestirm: 
{ ) ( ) ( 
To increase awareness and sensitivity regarding human rights standards. 
Support efforts/programs of alternate health care delivery systems 
to increase access to quality health care for underserved and 
unserved populations. 
D. Federal Legislatim mx! 
Pegula.tiai 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
YaJr p:a:ogum auggestims: 
Monitor legislative issues affecting human rights of health care 
recipients and health care providers and take actions as appropriate. 
Advocate for priority systems that enable all populations to receive 
needed health care and for compensation to nurses for providing needed health care. 
( 
) 
) 
- 11 -
'l'ot:ally 
AWmPriat.e 
Sanewbat 
Inappm-
pr.iate 
E. Public Affairs ( ( ) ) 
F. 
G. 
Ya:ar p:z:~am suggesticms: 
Political aJucatiai ( ) { ) 
Your pmg:ran SIJ3geStions: 
Develop programs that 
political activities. 
and coalition. 
meet the needs of minority nurses for 
Encourage SNAs in legislative activities 
Assistance tc Stat.es F.egaming 
P.racti.ce Managemmt 
( X) ( ) ( ) 
Yoor pmgrcm suggestions: 
To increase nurses' ·business acumen. 
a. F.a:n:mic am Welfm:e 
Planning 
( ) ) 
Your pnJgl.cill suggestions: 
Continue to support efforts/activities of comparable worth issues 
for nurses. Continue to support ERA • 
• 
( ) 
( 
( ) 
( ) 
DIRECl'ltfiS: 
SAMPLE COPY 
.J1".EP.ICAN NOPSiS' .ASSOCDl.TICll 
un:;-.RAN:;E: PURilNG SURVEY 
'ibe purpose of this survey is to detmmi.ne the 
extent to lmich state nurses associaticms, 
organizational units of ANA, and other nursit1J 
arganizatiais see the lcnJ-range goals p:q:,osed 
fer the nursing pmfessial as apprcpriate to pursue. 
l. Please study carefully the Envimnnental 
~sessnent, and I(mcJ Range Goals for the 
Nurs#j Pmfessial befom ccnpleting the 
survey. 
2. Read each fifteen-year goa1 staterent am 
describe the extent to wich ya.Jr cxgani.zati.an 
feels the goal is appropriate to pursue as a 
pmfessiooal priority. 
3. 'ff.len. jrrlicate your organization agzees 
or di.sagzees with each asSlmptim am: illplicati.on 
mlated to that goal. 
4. Please i:etnm this questiamaim to Susan 
Hartley, Dixector, Statistics am Data Analysis, 
Center for Research, by Novad::ec 15, 1985. 
111at cqani.zat1m does this survey npmseut? __ c_a_b_in_e;.;t_,_o,_n_H_,_,m_a_n ..... Ri_.g.._h_t_s ___ _ 
The Cabinet on Human lights submits their response to this survey with 
the following qualifications. 
1. We believe chat the implicstions and assumptions were not always consistent. 
2. We were not certain whether the survey represented realistic expectations or 
"wishes" for the future of ANA. 
=ttz -z.. 
. .. . ...... •. •.·. C· 'lL o 
... ··::~{~~~~~::· 
• -_,, __ '' -·~·,'\ 
• ~•- _< ,. -- "' • 
G:mL I. Expam the Scientific and P.esearch 
Base for Nm:siDJ Practice 
Assmptj.DnS: 
A. '1he need to <DlStrain the ra.te 
of increase in health a:,sts is 
the cme pervasive theme that 
will run tim:lugh health policy 
initiatives for the renidrder 
of the 20th oentmy. 
B. Ea:n:mic pi:0ductivi.ty of the 
pmfessialal wtkfmce will be 
the fundaaental measm:e of the 
t=eananic perrm:mance of the 
health services sector. 
SCJJamt 
Totally Scm!what 
( ) ( ) 
Disag:cee 
(X) ( ) 
(x) ( ) 
C. Capital inveslllent and J:eSeaJ:Ch (x ) ( ) 
and deve1qment expeoiltw:es am 
l.fr.ely to be tied to projects and 
to pzogzaz::,; that reduce OJSts, 
enhance efficiency, focus Cll the 
aging pcpiJati.cn, and xesult in 
( ) 
neasurable aita:mes. A more comprehensive data base is needed to address 
Affirmative Action and Buman Rights 
Inplicat:ia3S: 'Ibe mrs:ing professial will have 
todBlalStratethat: 
A. NarsmJ cam makes a diffe%'Blee 
in the Ollta:IIEs experimced ·by 
patients. 
B. Organized CXJ1111rnity mrsing 
services can pxovide cam to 
many of the sane patient p:pi-
lations that mceive seJ:Vioes 
in an institutiaw. aettiD:J ml 
ai:ta!n the same or better quality 
em points. 
c. Registenid nw:ses m:e the health 
care pmriders that pmvi.de the 
nmt cost effective camuniq-
health services. 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
-3-
1\gJ:ee 
D. Begistemd lmSeS have hist:m:ically ( x ) 
been the plXJ',1idexs who have 
dalalstrat:ed particular ax-acen--1, for 
the p::xxr, as,eci, mothers am c::hildz:en, 
ethnic :m.iJ.lorlties, mxl other vul.mrable 
popalat:ia'IS. R.N. 's will continue to be the providers. 
E. discipline of nursing is a 
predaninant:].y general.1st 
discipline, p:epa:md to intervene 
in a broad spec:tzum of hman 
respcmses am to provide oost-
effective care to a bJ:tJad 
spectz1.1111 of patient p::ptJa~ians 
in a variety of settings. There 
generalist and specialist. 
F. nie pmfessial will focus its 
cue i:eseami ai pberon?:ncm of 
COM 'em to nursing practice, 
:intenent:iais or skills 
dlaracterlsticofnursing 
practice, h1lllan respaises 
anenable to nu:csing intervention, 
the ueasnranerrt of patient 
OUl:aEeS, an:! on the cost 
effectiveness of organized 
rmrsiDJ services. 
<x) ( ) 
is some inconsistency between the 
( ) ( ) 
Cannot respond. 
G. More specific programs can be developed as relate to Human Rights 
and Affirmative Action issues and concerns. 
-4-
Goal II. Sb:eugthen the E'ilucatiaial and 
Credentia1iDJ Systens for Nursing 
Assm;,tiais: 
A. Inc::teasing amxmts. t!,'pes, and 
diversity of mrsing ~ces 
will be mquimd to meet the 
health services needs of the 
pop,lat.im over the next de.'33e. 
B. Dtployee pu:.duct:ivity will be 
the key to the natial IS 
ability to f~ grcwir.g 
levels of health care services. 
c. Fnployee productivity in the 
health services sector is 
heavily influenced by education, 
experience am skill levels. 
Totally Samwhat 
AppJxpriate~ 
Agi:ee 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Sc:mewbat 
It.spp:w-
priate 
( ) 
(x} 
(x) 
n. Legal am p:rofessiona1 credentials '2t l < l 
for llllrSing will have to be 
( ) 
ccn;ruent. If this means that everything must be codifi~d by statute, 
then the cabinet disagrees. ( ) 
E. Continuing educatioo wi.11 :be ( x> 
~y-~ baan_ is important. 
IDpllcati.oos: 
A. '1be educatimal syst:an for nursing 
practice will becxme increasingly 
sirn1 Jar to the educaticDa1 system 
for other practice disciplines in 
the health sciences. 
B. Generic pwg1cdbS pi:eparlng 
pmfessicmal nurses at the 
undel:graduate level will be 
located in colleges and 
universities. 
c. Master's pi:ogzaas in specfa]i zed 
clittl.cal mxl funct:lmal axeas of 
mrsmJ practice will be 1oc:ated 
in colleges mn univm:&ities with 
graduate facilities. 
( ) 
Ambiguous. 
(x) 
( x) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
::#z z.. 
.. ~·•:·{ 
-s-
D. Doctmal. prcgzans in the pu..loa0f;.hy 
mr3 science of nuz,dng will be 
located in mivm:sitf.es. 
E. camunity colleges will p.tepam 
pte-mrsing st:lmnt.s far generic 
ba0calameate pwgz:w or pmp111z:e 
udiv:idoaJs far bedrdicaJ mrsin:J 
practice. 
F. Institutims of higher learning 
will caitinue to affiliate with 
instituticDal pJXJl7iders far 
blocks of clinical experience and 
will establish new clinical 
affiliations with a variety of 
mganized camunity nursing 
sen-ices and cmporate and school 
health p%0g1a11S. 
G. CootinuirJJ education p.tograms in 
nursing will be affiliated with er 
· ·aca:edi.ted as cc:npooents of higher 
educat:ia£ ptOJ.tdlllS in :nursi.DJ. 
H. F.dD:ational c:r:edentials in 
mu:sing will %eflect the 
stJ:uctme of educat:iai 
far nm:sinrJ. 
- !be practitimer of techni-
cal mu:sing will hold an 
asaoc:iate degree in nursing. 
- !be im:,fessional nm:se 
will hold a bacc::alam:ea.t 
deg?ee with a nursiDJ major. 
- 'l'be specialist will hold 
a ma:ster·s degxee in 
cUnical ming. 
1tgme 
( x) ( ) 
C x) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
Substitute: Nursing education will 
continue to have an experiental 
practice component in a variety 
of nursing services. 
( ) ( x) 
( ) 
( ) ( x) - 'l'be i::m11e executive, 8'1,ca:tor, 
and Dllll!IUdaer will hok! 
dcctc•a•es in the ze1evant 
f•lt'M tcnal ar cliniall 
Responses difficult to make, considering 
we don't know the thought processes 
di tJCipl Ines. 
:r. Legal cadent.ial8 w1ll be 
ccngruent with educm:icml. 
CEa.1entials. 
- pmfessianal nmae vill 
be lioetlfl&l as a Registered 
au:se. 
which vent into preparing these statements. 
(x) ( ) 
·!!!IF'.·, .. , .. 
. J ... ·.). I 
•."!"" 
Agree 
- '!he practitiaier of t:edmical {x: ) ( ) 
nursing will be mcognized as 
an asscx::i.ate nurse. If recognized precludes licensing> disagree. 
J. Pz:ofessianal c:redent:ials 
will be canrp:uent with 
educational credentials. 
- Pao::aJanxeate graduates 
proficient in caring far 
particular patient 
populations or in pmviding 
services in a particular 
setting will be certified 
by 1:he professicn as 
generalists pmficient in 
a speci aJ area of practice. 
- Master's pi:epared specialists 
will be certified by the 
pmfessioo aS specialists in 
a clinic.tl or functimal. area 
of nursing practice described 
by the pmfessicm as a 
clJ:'CIJllSCrib and defined 
a.ma of specjaJ izatiai. 
IC. 0.r:ganized nursing services 
am institutians of higher 
education will be accredited 
by me voluntaey body. 
( ) (x) 
This perp~tuates the speci.allst/ 
generalist ambiguity. 
( ) 
( ) (x ) 
Disagree that it will happen> 
unsure if it shouldhappen. 
_,_ 
Totally 
Appxqlriate 
Gaal IIIa P.estmcture tlJe Qrganimticml ( x) 
ALLcUagEliellt.s for Deliwz:y of Nursing 
Services 
A&smpt.ioos: 
A. By the :year 2000, nulti-insti1:utic:miil 
PJXl',l"iders nay secw:e nursing services 
by cattract:ing with a variety of 
organized nursing~-
B. Sccial pJ:efeJ:ences am financial. 
incentives are beginning to shift 
the delivery sites for many 
nursing services mm the 
insti.tutial tcwam the bane and 
the carmmity. 
C. t?mses in the year 2000 will 
have .mze owneJ:Ship, mmagenent, 
am operatimal :respoosibilities 
for the deliveey of their 
services. 
D. Mlile the ume traditicmal organized 
nursing services will CCll1:ime 
to provide hospital, nursing heme, 
pablic heal.th, school health, 
heme hea1th, and cxx:upaticmal nursing 
sexv.lces, nurse owned im~t 
practice auauga1e,ts am pxofes-
simal cmparatims will deve1q, to 
pa:,ride scare portim of these 
mrsiDJ services. 
E. Rcles of pmfes;siooal mrses in ·the 
year 2000 will depen3 ai mrsinJ' s 
ability to l) maintain am st:zengthen 
the cJ inic.al stmctmes thmugh which 
to deliwr i.nst:it:utimally-based 
nursing sm:vices, mxl 2) to develop 
cmat:i-ve collective stnt:agies to 
pmtect aDd aavm.:e the ecc oJD1c 
1ilelfaz:e of am aas .. 
Illplicat:imsi lm8es mst be p:epu:ed to: 
A. Adapt to a JtDre diversified delivmy 
syst.an. 
Scmelmat 
~te 
( ) 
Agi:ee 
(x ) 
( x> 
( X) 
( x) 
( x) 
Salewhat 
Inappro-
priate 
( ) 
Disagz-ee 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Totall~t 
Inappro-
priate 
( ) 
- 8 -
• 
B. Deliver nme setvices in a::am:mity 
am heme settings. 
c. E,cperimentwith·avariet:yof 
Stmcblres ml 
collective stra.tegies tbmugh 
which to deliver nursing se:rvices 
in institut:imal settings. 
D. Develop nursing care delivery 
<:mpora.ti.ons to c:mtract with a 
variety of health delivery axporatiais. 
Jl.gree 
( X) 
( X) 
(x) 
Disagree 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
E. Reconcile the potential of nursing care subcontracting systems 
undermining the collective bargaining unit. 
C'-.oal IV. Develcp Calpt'ehensive P¥B1t 
Syst:ems to Finance Nursing 
services 
Assllpticns: 
A. The payment S}Stems that 
c:m::cently fina~ nuzsiDJ 
services ere i nadai~ate. 
E. Nursi:aJ costs am not explicitly 
identifiei in the %'eW:llUeS and 
oosts of hospitals. 
c. Efforts to cmtain C0Sts will 
lead to that 
nursing sernc:e costs be 
explicitly identified for 
pmpose of i:emi:Jursetent in 
institut:icmal settings. 
Tnp]icatjmc;; Nursing IWSt; be prepaxed to: 
A. Be ume publicly accountable 
for the Q)St of n.u:sing 
services. 
B. Operate in a system of mlltiple 
fOl:lllS of paynent. 
c. Accept a higher degzee of 
p:ofessiaJal. z:e&EQl&ibility am 
risk a1t:mg with greater auta1aDy 
am re_qp:ingibility. 
Totally 
Appmpriate 
(X ) ( ) 
Jl.g:ree 
(x) 
(x ) 
( x> 
( x) 
( x) 
( x) 
Scatemat 
Ina.ppm-
priate 
( ) 
Disagree 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( } 
D. Need to reconcile that some direct nursing care is delivered by 
SB:jap:3 
6/27/85 
7/10/85 
8/6/BS 
non-nurses. 
Totally 
Ina.ppm-
priate 
{ ) 
=Jtze. 
:.:.;.c112-
'_JjW-os1f 
American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Road, Kaaaas City. M'f9901•ri 84108 
C81f3) 474.5720 
J\nth A. Ryan. PhD. R.N. 
f llft:'.JIM! D,recx,t 
TO: Mila A. Aroskar. Ed.O., R.N •• F.A.A.N. 
Chairperson 
C011111ittee on Ethics 
FR<»t: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., R.N.J~ 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
March 26, 1986 
Health Policy Agenda 
t./"' 
Washington Office: 
1101 14th Street. N.W. 
Suite 200 
Washington, 0.C. 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
In order to implement the action of the 1985 House of Delegates, the Board 
of Directors assigned areas of the Health Policy Agenda for the American 
People to ANA organizational units for study·and coirment. Principles 1-2b 
and 3-9 were assigned to the C011111ittee on Ethics and the Cabinet on Human 
Rights. At its February 3-5, 1986. meeting cabinet members reported the 
conclusions they reached after studying these two principles. 
Principle 1-2b states that nit is proper that the conduct of scientific 
research be regulated to the extent necessary to protect the public interest 
and the rights of the individual." ANA policy supports the concept that 
investigators and their institutions have the primary responsibility to 
assure the protection of human subjects in research, and the highest quality 
of scientific investigation. Deliberative procedures must be maintained to 
seek scientific advice in the form of peer scientific advisory groups to the 
major foundations and the government. 
After a thorough search of the literature, the cabinet concluded that a 
statement addressing emerging research needed to be added. Therefore, the 
cabinet rec011111ends adding the following sentence: Such procedures are 
applicable not only in relation to regulation, but also to oversight 
mechanisms designed to increase understanding and to insure board delibera-
tions when biotechnological uncertainties and serious socio-ethical issues 
characterize an emerging research area. 
Principle 3-9 states that •Technology should be used in the care of patients 
solely to achieve potential meaningful benefit in health or quality of life. 11 
ANA - An Equal ()pportundy Employer 
Mila A. Aroskar -2- March 26, 1986 
ANA policy states that nurses are morally obligated to respect human existence 
and the self-determination of all people who are the recipients of nursing 
actions. Nurses~ therefore, must take all reasonable means to protect and 
preserve human life when there is hope of recovery or reasonable hope of 
benefit from life-prolonging treatment. 
The cabinet recon111ends endorsement of Principle 3-9 with the addition of a 
sentence: "Respect for human rights, including the right to self-determination 
should be a primary concern in the use of technology.N The cabinet further 
recolllllended that the word "solely" be deleted from the principle. 
In conclusion, the Cabinet on Human Rights wishes to express appreciation for 
the work that the Co11111ittee on Ethics has accomplished in the past year. 
JKH:PB:dp 
cc: Inna Lou Hirsch, M.N., R.N. 
Carol A. Grimaldi 
Irene Trowell-Harris, Ed.D., R.N. 
Pat Bast 
'IIJPIC/ftDCIRK 
RDCIPJ.a 5-12c 
IIIALIB CARE PROFESSIONALS 
ARD INSTITUTIONS THAT 
MAINTAIN PATIENT RECORDS 
SHOULD DEVEIDP REASONABLE 
PROCEDURES TO ALLOW 
PATIENTS ACCESS 'l'O THE 
INFOIMATION IN THEIR 
INDIVIDUAL PATIENT 
RECORDS. 
AM POLICr 
Nurses must be aware of institutional 
policies and procedures, external reviewing 
agencies policies, federal and state 
guidelines for allowing patients access to 
the contents of their medical records. 
Nurses should serve in a pateint advocacy 
role in directing patients to the proper 
sources for obtaining access to their 
medical records. Nursing Service policies 
and procedures regarding the nurse's 
responsbility in assisting patients to gain 
access to information in their medical 
records should be consistent with the 
policies and procedures of the employing 
instutition. 
By: f-1A-· WI.A WBIGHAM-HARABLE, R.N. ,· C.S., · :CNAA 
JUANITA K. BUNTER, R.H., Ed.D. 
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REPORT OF CABINET 00 BUMAN RIGHTS 
Report: B 
(A-85) 
SUbject:c M9ocacy for 1:he Disadvantaged and llinozities 
Informational lleport 
Inttoduc'ec! by: Juanita K. Bunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
Chairperson 
cabinet on Buman Rights 
8e£erred to: Reference Bearing C 
Jo Ann Page, M.S.N., M.P.B., R.N., Chairperson 
The activities of the Cabinet on Buman Rights this past year were designed 
to m:>ve forward ANA's concern for hwnan rights by focusing on actions that 
affirm and advocate for the disadvantaged and minorities. The 1984 House 
of Delegates' report on COmmitment and Action on Human Rights provided 
direction for these and future activities. 
During this period the cabinet continued to work toward assuring access to 
care for all people but particularly the disadvant~ged. It also continued 
to advocate affirmative action activities at state and national levels. 
Specifically, representatives of the cabinet met with the executive com-
mittee of the Council on Cultural Diversity in Nursing Practice to discuss 
in part the importance of calling national attention to access to health 
care for disadvantaged populations. As a result of this exchange, the 
council decided to plan its 1987 conference on this theme. In addition, 
the cabinet chairperson was invited to participate in a Washington, D.C. 
press conference sponsored by the Physician Task Force on Hunger in 
America to highlight the national crisis of hunger in America. This group 
also met with U.S. House of Representatives Speaker Thomas O'Neill. 
Issues related to the homeless have also been a priority for cabinet dis-
cussions. Through participation on the Plenary Sessions Planning Commit-
tee for the 1986 ANA Convention, a cabinet representative contributed to 
planning for a plenary session to highlight access to care. The cabinet 
was also represented on a Scientific Advisory Committee for the Fourth 
AIDS Forum/Seventh National Lesbian/Gay Health Conference. 
'l'he 1984 Bouse of Delegates report specifically charged the cabinet to 
work with SN.As to establish appropriate mechanisms for monitoring and 
evaluating affirmative action activities for the purpose of protecting 
human rights of SNA members. The Cabinet on Buman Rights examined its 
activities in relation to the ANA federation model. One part of this 
review included the cabinet's role in implementing the unit assessment/ 
affirmative action survey and award. Therefore, the cabinet asked the 
Constituent For1.m1 to consider assuming responsibility for implementing the 
• 
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1 affiraative action award for recognition of SNAs' efforts in this 
2 area. In addition, the cabinet identified the need to work closely with 
3 SHAs to provide C0'18Ultation on affirmative action programming when 
4 requested. The cabinet dhair worked with an SNA to develop a prototype 
5 workshop on human rights that could be used to develop a human rights 
6 plan. This prototype dgbt be made available to other interested SNAs. 
7 
8 A cabinet Snbcamlittee on Affirmative Action was appointed in 1984. This 
g coaittee is in the process of assessing the progress of affirmative 
10 act.ion within the association since the publication of Affirmative Action 
11 Prograaaing for the Nursing Profession in 197S. The committee reviewed 
12 current AHA policy statements, publications, and various data sources that 
13 might assist with 1D0Ritoring progress of the association's affirmative 
14 action efforts. Prelillinary findings indicate that minorities in the 
15 profession itself are under-represented as compared to the general popu-
16 lation of the United States. Minority participation at the national level 
17 of the association has shown a gradual increase, the appointment process 
18 of the Board of Directors has been a contributing factor. 
19 
20 The .minimal data available on minority participation in SNAs suggests 
21 that there is variation in participation among the states, even among 
22 those with similar minority population ratios. These SHA data are not 
23 sufficient to form conclusions about SNAs' affirmative action efforts. 
24 
25 A full report from the Subcommittee on Affirmative Action will be provided 
26 to the Cabinet on Human Rights at its fall 1985 meeting, including 
27 reconmendations to augment resources for affirmative action programming 
28 and to establish a reliable data base on minority participation within the 
29 association. 
30 
31 'l'he cabinet will report on these activities to the 1986 Bouse of 
32 Delegates. 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
Report of Cabinet on Human Rights 
to 
ANA Board of Directors 
April 1986 
ATTACHMENT VI 
The American Nurses' Association is concerned about the prob1em of hunger and 
homelessness in America. The 1985 House of Delegates adopted a resolution on 
malnutrition and hunger put forth by the Cabinet on Human Rights 
(Attachment 1). The Cabinet on Human Rights began implementation of the House 
of Delegates action in December 1985 {Attachment 2}. 
The American Hurses' Association wil 1 be supporting the Hands Across America 
Project scheduled for Sunday, May 25, 1986, to fight hunger and 
homelessness. Six million Americans will join hands to fonn a line stretching 
four thousand miles from New York to Los Angeles. 
Hunger in the United States is on the rise, and the number of hungry Americans 
is growing. According to Hands Across America facts, twenty million 
Americans, including millions of children9 go hungry sometime each month. 
Forty percent of the people now seeking food were able to buy their own food 
two years ago, and most recent statistics show that the number of Americans 
seeking food assistance is rising over 50 percent a year. 
Hands Across America is an opportunity to support the fight for hunger and 
homelessness in America. It will be the largest community gathering in the 
nation's history, to demonstrate support for this type of project, to help 
Americans help Americans. 
All proceeds from Hands Across America will be distributed by the U.S.A. for 
Africa Foundation and will go directly toward helping the hungry and homeless 
in the United States through emergency relief, existing programs, and long-
term development projects. An individual wishing to make a pledge or join the 
line should call 1-800-USA-9000. When calling, an individual is to give name, 
address with city, state and zip code, and area of preference for joining the 
U.S;A. line. Also, they are to use the ANA registration computer number (ANA 
00009). By using this number. each individual will be registered as part of 
the ANA computer statistics nationally for this project on hunger and the 
homeless. 
ANA will continue in its efforts to urge Congress and federal agencies to 
respond to the problem of hunger and malnutrition in the United States; to 
encourage SNAs to support legislative initiatives to respond to the problem in 
their respective states; to encourage SNAs to urge individual nurses to 
contribute volunteer time and/or funds to organizations that are actively and 
efficiently addressing this nation's hunger problems. As directed by the 
Board of Directors, the Cabinet on Human Rights disseminated resource 
information to SNAs on hunger and malnutrition. The cabinet requested that 
SNAs share participation results with ANA through th~ Cabinet on Human Rights. 
- 2 -
SNAs will be notified of the Hands Across America Project through the Friday 
mailing. A notice will also be placed in the April 1986 issue of The American 
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American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Road. Kansas City. Missouri 64108 
f818) 474-5720 Washington Office: 
1101 14th S1reet, N.W. 
Suite 200 
Eunice R. Cole. R.N 
Ptesiaent 
JUO!lh A. Ryan, Ph.D .. RN 
Washington. D.C. 20005 
{202) 789·1800 
TO: 
. E~ecu:,,-e D,rec:o, 
Eunice R. Cole, B.S., R.N. 
President 
FROM: Mt~ Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.O., R.N. '·-1\ 
Chairperson 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
DATE: March 10, 1986 
RE: Conments of the Cabinet on Human Rights on Certification Issue 
At its February 3-5, 1986 meeting, the Cabinet on Human Rights discussed the 
December 1985 report of the Conmittee on Credentialing. The cabinet appreciates 
the opportunity to review and conment on this report and offers the following observations: 
1. The cabinet is not certain what rationale influenced the board 
decision to proceed with the development of a new generalist 
certification examination. 
2. The cabinet expressed concern about the impact of the proposed 
generalist examination on minority nurses, noting that the "cons" 
set forth in the conmittee's report could be especially significant for minorities. 
3. The cabinet is interested in knowing whether mechanisms to insure 
culturally relevant content in the examination exists. 
Again, the cabinet wishes to express appreciation for the opportunity to review 
and cotm1ent on the conmit:tee's report and is interested in receiving periodic 
updates on the implementation of the board's action and the progress of the development of the exam. 
JKH:PB:dp 
cc: Irene Trowell-Harris, Ed.D., R.N. 
Pat Bast 
ANA-'- An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
OCTOBER 14-16, 1985 
AGENDA ITEM 3.1.2 
ATTACHMENT NO. l 
TAB NO. 6 
1985 HOUSE OF DELEGATES' DEBATE AND-ACTIONS ON BYLAWS 
RELATED TO HUMAN RIGHTS AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION 
Staff Report to the 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
September 1985 
The 1985 House of Delegates considered two proposals for amendments to the ANA 
Bylaws that are of special interest to the Cabinet on Human Rights. 
Inclusion of Religion 
After the ANA President provided an introduction and iterated the parlia-
mentary procedure for house debate and action on the Report of the Reference 
Hearing on Bylaws, she entertained a motion from the Board of Directors to 
amend Article I, Section 2b and Article II, Section 2e of the ANA Bylaws by 
insertion of the category "religion.• The motion would change Article I, 
Section 2b, to read: "These purposes shall be unrestricted by consideration 
of nationality, race, religion, creed, lifestyle, color, sex, or age. 11 
Article II, Section 2e, would read: "Maintains a membership that meets the 
qualifications in these bylaws unrestricted by consideration of nationality, 
race, religion, creed, lifestyle, color, sex, or age. 11 
The supporting statement was as follows: 
The civil rights laws in this country generally 
include five accepted basic categories of race, color, 
religion, sex, and national origin. The category of 
religion is conspicuous by its absence from the non-
discrimination clauses in our own bylaws. 
Many people mistakenly believe that the category 
•religion" is reflected in the term 11creed. 11 However, 
there are clear legal as well as dictionary and 
thesaurus definitional distinctions between the two 
words. The Board of Directors asked that I describe 
the distinctions between the two words. To paraphrase 
Webster and Roget, religion centers about man's belief 
in a relationship to a superior being and the 
organized systematic worship or service of a deity, 
who is to be obeyed and worshipped as the creator and 
ruler of the universe. It is also a specific system 
of belief, worship, and conduct involving a code of 
ethics and a philosophy. A creed, on the other hand, 
is defined as a brief statement of belief; it is a 
confession of faith and its synonyms are belief, 
doctrine, dogma. Creed is not synonymous to religion 
and is too loose a word to subsume it. Creeds do not 
necessarily meet the legal tests of a bona fide 
religion. The difference between the terms •creed" 
1985 House of Delegates' Debate and Actions on Bylaws 
Related to Human Rights and Affinnative Action 
and areligion" is as different as race and color. The 
framers of the Civil Rights Act were very specific 
with regard to the object of discrimination to be 
recognized and rectified. So must we be. 
Also in our memories is that many of our forefathers 
came to America to escape religious persecution. 
Religious persecution is not unknown to this country 
and its presence has been recognized in our laws and 
in our courts. In recent years we have seen the rise 
of antisemitism, and most recently American partisan 
politics has highlighted that religious and racial 
prejudice fs alive and well. Our own -House of 
Delegates has recognized the need to affirm that we 
will not discriminate when minority groups come to our 
attention. 
Based on association history, American and world 
history, we appear conspicuous and we are subject to 
challenge in our message to nurses and the public by 
not incorporating religion in our bylaws. 
Additionally, in this year of the 40th anniversary of 
the end of the greatest persecution based on religion. 
and national origin known to mankind, we urge you to 
support that our bylaws also state that we will not 
discriminate against anyone on the basis of religion. 
. -
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One person spoke against the motion (•I would like not to spend hours 
splitting hairs, changing one or two ~-ords•). Four others, including 
Dr. Juanita Hunter, chairperson, Cabinet on Human Rights, spoke in support. A 
motion to close debate was passed. Because the delegates did not receive 
prior notice of the proposed bylaws amendment, a 99 percent favorable vote of 
the delegates present and voting was required for passage. 
The president called for the vote, 
present and voting, and reported that 
there were 679 delegates registered. 
the motion was defeated. 
asked whether total delegations were 
at the time the house convened that day 
Seven delegates opposed the motion and 
Subsequently, questions were raised about actual numbers of delegates voting 
on that motion. Discussion of this amendment was deferred until the rest of 
the bylaws discussion had ensued. A delegate who voted on the prevailing side 
moved to reconsider and the majority supported the motion. On the roll call 
677 votes were cast, 656 affirmative and 19 opposing votes, 2 abstentions. 
The motion ~>equired 669 votesi the motion failed. 
Based on the obviously strong support of the delegates for inclusion of the 
term •religion11 in the nondiscrimination clauses of the bylaws, the cabinet 
may wish to forward this as a reconnendation to the Committee on Bylaws for 
1986 House of Delegates action. 
:::Jt z ,z_ 
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1985 House of Delegates' Debate and Actions on Bylaws 
Related to Human Rights and Affirmative Action 
Human Rights and Affirmative Action Program 
Page 3 
The Conmittee on Bylaws proposed to amend Article II, Section 3a by adding a 
subsection 8 to read: 
8. Provide for a human rights and an affirmative action program. 
A motion was made •to refer the proposed amendment back to the Coamittee on 
Bylaws and that the Cabinet on Human Rights, Colllnittee on Bylaws, and the 
Board of Directors work together to make sure that the menmer state nurses' 
associations abide by the requirements of Article II, Section 2b and 
Article II, Section 3a3, by monitoring and reviewing SNA bylaws and policies 
and issuing advice or sanctions as necessary.• 
Article II, Section 2b, speaks to one of the qualifications of constituent 
SNAs for membership in ANA. A constituent SNA is an association that--•b. 
has stated purposes and functions congruent with those of AHA.• 
Article II, Section 3a3, spells out one of the members• responsibilities is to 
•J) protect members• right to participate in the constituent SNA.• 
One delegate said the proposed amendment set precedent for placement of 
functional activities for the SNAs in an inappropriate place and that existing 
bylaws already provide sufficient authority to review ••• and discipline if 
necessary. 
The chair of the cabinet spoke in favor of referral back to the COl'llllittee on 
Bylaws. The president clarified that several groups would be involved. The 
vote was taken and the motion passed. 
Some of the subsequent informal discussion shared with cabinet menmers 
included concern that state nurses' associations vary greatly in their 
organizational structure and, based on needs and interests of their members, 
progrillllllatic activities vary too. The proposed amendment appeared to lack 
flexibility to allow for these differences among SNAs. 
Staff to the Conmittee on Bylaws has been requested to meet with the Cabinet 
on Human Rights to describe current mechanisms for monitoring and reviewing 
SNA bylaws and policies and issuing advice or sanctions as necessary. 
This wi 11 also be an opportunity to explore the following questions: a) Is 
the intent of the proposed amendment already in current byla'Jfs? b) Are 
mechanisms currently in place for 11KJnitoring/review, advice, or sanctions? 
c) Are current mechanisms being used? d) Is there a need for establishing new 
mechanisms for monitoring/review, advice, or sanctions? e) What does the 
cabinet wish to reconmend to the Board of Directors and Comaittee on Bylaws? 
LDE:mw 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
MARCH 23-25, 1983 
AGENDA ITEM #31 
' ,, 
AMERICAN NURSES 1 ASSOCIATION 
CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
REPORT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
March 1983 
PLEASE BRING TO 11££TINC 
RECOfft1ENDATIONS TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 
L£:js 
1. That the list of Minority Merrbers Among Elected and Appointed 
Officials be refined to include all organizational units, 
indicating total nuni>er of memers, ethnic/minority represen-
tation, and whether the individuals had been elected or 
appointed and by wfiom, and their tenns of office and 
2. That this list be sent to all SNAs, cabinets, and executive 
conmittees of the divisions on practice and the councils this 
spring so that they have a resource for nominations in the fall 
and 
3. That the board's conmittee on unit assessment/affinnative 
action be charged with monitoring the affinnative action program 
for association staff. 
,I 
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AMERICAN NURSES 1 ASSOCIATION 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
February 17-18, 1983 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Surmiary of Action 
The ANA Cabinet on Human Rights met February 17-18. 1983. Portions of the 
meeting were devoted to infonnational reports about the association. 
Cabinet members present: 
Juanita Hunter, Ed.D., chairperson 
Shirley Gilford 
Betty Mitsunaga, Ph.D. 
Gloria Green-Ridley, M.S.N. 
Ildaura M. Murillo-Rohde, Ph.D., F.A.A.N. 
Grayce Sills, Ph.D., F.A.A.N. 
David Waldron 
Marian Davis Whiteside, M.P.H. 
Guests: 
Council on Intercultural Nursina Executive Conmittee 
Estrella Eltanal Cash, Ed.D., chairperson 
Ann M. Cardoso, M.A. 
Sister Thelma M. Mitchell, M.S.N. 
Michael T. Weaver, M.S.N., C.F.N.P. 
Staff Resources: 
Lyndall D. Eddy 
Cheryl Thompson 
Karen Tucker 
The Cabinet on Human Rights• focus for 1982-1984 biennit111 is enhancement of 
the image of professional nursing--by its advocacy for the health and welfare 
of consumers and nurses. 
Subject and Discussion 
Subject: Approval of minutes 
Bylaws Reference 
Article VII t 
Section Sb. 
Subject: Impact of the Modified 
Federation 
Bylaws Reference 
Article VII. 
Section Sf. and g. 
The cabinet discussed The American 
Nurse article "Bylaws Charge, 
ElecUons Worry Minority Nurses 11 
{July/August, 1982, page 5) and 
learned that the Board of Directors 
had also discussed the implication 
of the modified federation on minor-
ity nurses. It was requested that the 
cabinet give consideration to this 
concern and share the cabinet mem--
bers' perspective with the board. 
. The cabinet also received a report 
on the establishment of the Board 
of Directors• Unit Assessment/ 
Affinnative Action Corrmittee. 
The members reviewed the charge of 
the board's con111ittee and a list 
entitled Minority Members Among 
Elected and Appointed Officials. 
Subject: Liaison Activities 
Bylaws Reference 
Article VII, 
Section Sf.and g. 
The cabinet received a report on 
the funding for its li~ison. 
activities for 1983 and discussed 
criteria for selection and level 
Page 2 
Action 
The minutes of the cabinet's 
September 21-22, 1982 meeting were 
approved as corrected. 
The cabinet agreed that it was pre-
mature to make a definitive assess-
ment of the impact of the modified 
federation on minority nurses. 
The cabinet approved the following 
motions: 
1. That the list of Minority Members 
Among Elected and Appointed 
Officials be refined to include 
all organizational units, indicat-
ing total number of members, 
ethnic/minority representation and 
whether the individuals had been 
elected or appointed and by whom, 
and their terms of office and 
2. That this list be sent to all SNAs, 
cabinets, and executive committees 
of the divisions on practice and 
the councils this spring so that 
they have a resource for nominations 
in the fa 11 and 
3. That the board•s C()fllJlittee on unit 
assessment/affinnative action be 
charged with monitoring the affir-
mative action program for associa-
tion staff. 
The cabinet passed the motion to re-
spond to the Board of Directors' 
budgetary limitation on liaisons that 
(1) the cabinet has not had appro-
priate fw,ding to carry out the entire 
range of liaison activities (2) there 
is confusion about the intent of the 
board's use of the term and (3) the 
cabinet interprets liaison to include 
::tt:z 
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Subject and Discussion 
of activity with various 
ethnic/minority nursing organi-
zations. The cabinet recalled a 
Board of Directors' action in 
June 1980 requesting that the (then) 
Conmission on Nursing Education and 
Comnission on Human Rights collabor-
ate with all interested nursing or-
ganizations representing minorities 
on matters related to proposed 
changes in educational qualifica-
tions and the effects upon minority 
representation in nursing. 
Subject: 1983 strategy 
Bylaws Reference 
Article VII, 
Section Sa., b., e., and f. 
The cabinet reviewed the current 
status of accessibility of health 
care for the poor, noting that the 
association must take demonstrable 
action to make known it's concerns 
about health care for the poor and 
to focus attention of the various 
organizational units of ANA on a 
blueprint for action to implement 
the 1982 House of Delegates' 
resolution on social responsibilty. 
Subject: Contemporary Minority 
Leaders in Nursing 
Bylaws Reference 
Article VII, 
Section Sf. 
The cabinet received a report that 
their publication Contemporary 
Minority Leaders in Nursing was at 
the typesetters and nearly ready 
for distribution. 
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Action 
such activities as attending meetings, 
sharing infonnation, collaborating on 
issues, etc. and that (4) the cabinet 
would expect these relationships to 
include fulfillment of ANA's philo-
sophy and previous direction by the 
Board of Di rectors, strengthening of 
the cabinet and other nursing organiza-
tions and effective!'7impact on quality , 
nursing care to culturally diverse 
groups. 
The cabinet agreed to c,rculate to the 
Board of Directors and organizational 
units a statement reaffinning the unity 
of purpose of ANA in it's concern for 
access to care with a request for re-
view and comnent, the goal being to 
have a statement endorsed by these 
groups in the fall that will conprise a 
blueprint for action to implement the 
1982 resolution on Social Responsibility 
for Health Care Services to At-Risk 
Populations. 
The cabinet recomnended that copies cf 
this publication be distributed to ~he 
authors9 the featured leaders, National 
Student Nurses' Association. nursing 
organizations representing minorities, 
minority national legislators, and 
Howard University, Ha111>ton Institute,. 
Meharry Medical College, Tuskegee 
Institute and that consideration be 
given to honoring these leaders at a 
reception at the convention and inviting 
ethnic/minority nursing organizations. 
Subject and Discussion 
Subject: Support of Education for 
Ethnic/Minority Nurses 
Bylaws Reference 
Article VII, 
Section Sf. 
The cabinet received a report that 
the BSN scholarship proposal was 
reviewed by the American Nurses 
Foundation Board of Trustees who 
deferred a decision to the Center 
for Research Coordinating Comnittee 
and expressed Goncern about the 
budget proposed. In discussing 
this concern, the cabinet raised 
questions about the association's 
conrnitment to the House of 
Delegates' directive (1980 Resolu-
tion on minority representation in 
nursing education) and alternative 
approaches to accomplishing this 
goal. 
A brief report was presented 
indicating that ANA was anticipating 
development of a new Nurse Training 
Act and that representatives of the 
cabinets on Nursing Education and 
Nursing Research had been involved 
in preliminary discussions. 
Subject: ANA Ombudsman Program 
Bylaws Reference 
Article VII, 
Section Sf. 
The cabinet received a report on the 
ont>udsman program originally estab-
lished as a consultation resource to 
the Executive Director based on 
advice from a subcOll'IJlittee on the 
ont>udsman of the fonner Comiission 
on H1.1nan Rights. The cabinet was 
invited by the Executive Director 
to respond to the question of what 
fs the role of ombudsman in view of 
ANA•s modified federation model. 
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Action 
By consensus the cabinet agreed that 
Or. Hunter would contact Executive 
Director Ryan to confinn the conmit-
ment to this project and that.staff 
should review the proposal and alter 
it f.or Dr. Hunter's approval to submit 
to the Center for Research Coordinating 
Corrmi ttee for review at its next 
meeting and that staff should develop 
a proposal for cabinet approval that 
could be the basis for an incremental 
approach to building a BSN scholarship 
fund. 
It was agreed by the Cabinet that Dr. 
Hunter would approve a memo to the 
Cabinet on Nursing Education urging 
that special attention be given to 
federal support for education of 
ethnic/minority nurses. 
The cabinet approved the motion to 
recommend to the Executive Director 
that the ombudsman subc00111ittee of the 
Cabinet on Human Rights be reactivated. 
::Jt~ 
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Subject and Discussion 
Subject: Critical Analysis of 
Nursing: A Social 
Policy Statement 
Bylaws Reference 
Article VII, 
Section Sf. 
The cabinet's task force for a 
critical analysis of Nursing: 
A Social Policy Statenent re-
ported that a preliminary draft 
was developed. It was shared with 
the cabinet for discussion. 
Subject: Next Meeting Dates 
LDE:js 
3-9-83 
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Action 
Deferred action pending receipt and 
approva 1 of the final report which 
will be forwarded to the Cabinet on 
Nursing Practice. 
Septent>er 15-16, 1983 
March l-2s 1984 
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American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Road. Kansas City. Missouri 84108 
(816) 474.5720 
Eunice A. Cole. R.N. 
Pri!s,deru 
Judith A. Yates, R.N. 
E~ulfflt! Dl'l!l'to, 
TO: Board of Directors 
Cabinet on Economic and General Welfare 
Cabinet on Nursing Education 
Cabinet on Nursing Practice 
Cabinet on Nursing Research 
Ca:iies 
Amerriurses U S.A. 
Cabinet on Nursing Services 
Executive Corrmittees of the Divisions on 
Corrmunity Hea1th Nursing Practice 
Gerontological Nursing Practice 
Maternal Child Care Nursing Practice 
Medical Surgical Nursing Practice 
Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing Practice 
FROM: Cabinet on Human Rights 
DATE: Harch 9, 1983 
RE: A Blueprint for Action to Implement the Resolution on Access to Care 
Washington Office: 
110114th Street. N.W. 
Suite 200 
Washington. D.C. 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
The pattern of changing national priorities, as reflected in federal cutbacks, has 
produced an increasing and alanning num!Jer of Arooricans who are joining the ranks 
of the poor and underserved. The Cabinet on Human Rights be1ieves that a st3tement 
reaffinning the unity of purpose of ANA is necessary at this critica1 time. It is 
also in;,ortant to develop a plan of action which reflects the reso1ve and strength of the mefli>ership to achieve that purpose. 
Attached is a draft statement reaffirming the unity of purpose of the association 
in assuring nursing care for the people of our country. Alsos attached is a draft 
Rationale and Proposed Plan for Action. This draft is skeletal and needs ide'a'so'f 
the organizational units to develop the concept and assist in identifying specific actions. 
These drafts are forwarded to you for review, additions and conments. After we 
receive your responses~ a final draft and suggestions for a coordinated and united 
effort for proceeding will be circulated in the fall of 1983. It is our desire 
that each organizational unit will endorse our efforts and be willing to share its 
own current and planned activities which reflect that unity of purpose. 
LE:pm 
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DRAFT 
AFFIRMATION OF UNITY OF PURPOSE BY THE 
ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS OF ANA 
The historical record of the American Nurses' Association indicates that it 
strives to honor, value, and fulfill its collll'litment to the human rights of all. 
From this flows two additional beliefs. First, the American Nurses' Association 
is its membership, the state nurses' associations and the nurses who comprise 
their members. Thus, the actions of each· member are valued and prized as its 
comnitnent is translated into behavior. Second, the organizational entities of the 
association must work to visibly demonstrate the transfonnation of that legacy in-
to action. We believe the profession of nursing is endowed with a public trust, 
and the honoring of that trust is enacted through internal accountability as well 
as external accountability. Therefore, at this critical juncture in the history 
of our country, we reaffirm the validity of this societal claim. 
It is ill1)erative, then, that this unifying statement of overarching purpose 
of the work of the association be reaffirmed. 
Together, nurses, united in the professional association, are strong and 
powerful in their resolve to conmit the means needed to accomplish the ends which 
are vital to the health of the nation. The association is united in purpose and 
action to insure nurses and the public that neither diversity, personal goals, 
nor lack of dollars will serve as barriers to our efforts to ensure nursing care 
for the population of this country. 
lE:pm 
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DRAFT 
RATIONALE ANO PROPOSED PLAN FOR ACTION 
The Cabinet on Human Rights reaffinns the resolution on Social Responsibility 
for Health Care Services to At-Risk Pooulations adopted by the 1982 House of 
Delegates. The resolution mandates ANA to: include legislative/lobbying 
priorities to assure financial access to high-quality services for at-risk popu-
lations; work with its constituents to monitor and help improve access to service 
for at-risk populations; and provide constituents with infonnation and assistance 
which will strengthen their role in policy development. 
To carry out the intent of the resolution, the Cabinet on Human Rights pro-
poses to the ANA Board of Directors, ANA organizational units, state and district 
nurses• associations that: 
A. The national level 
1. Increase its emphasis on the urgency of need for access to 
care for at-r1sk populations 
2. Analyze the impact of budget cuts on entitlement programs 
across the country. 
3. Establish a formal mechanism for feedback from national, 
state, and local levels to monitor implementation of this 
resolution 
B. ·The state level 
1. Monitor the impact of block grants ~n the quality of care 
within each state 
2. Monitor the impact of programs fo.r Maternal Child Health 
(MCH); W011En, Infants and Children (WIC) and Developmen-
tally Disabled {DD) 
LE:pm 
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3. Evaluate the effectiveness of these programs in meeting 
needs of underserved populations 
C. The local level 
1. Encourage establishment of free clinics 
2. Promote health 
3. Keep the state nurses association apprised of: 
a. District activities and schools of nursing 
activities in health pronntion and maintenance 
b. Activities in support of quality of life (e.g. 
food and shelter) for local popul~tions epecially 
the disenfranchised--the poor and elderly 
4. Evaluate use of health and welfare entitlement programs at 
the local level 
::lfz -z-
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AMERICAH NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
Rep>rts 
(A-84) 
DRAPT Report to the Board of Directors 
froa the Cabinet on Buman Rights on Bl Salvador 
'1'he 1984 ARA Bouse of Delegates approved llesolution f28 on El Salvador that 
called for the Board of Directors to direct the Cabinet on Buman Rights to 
deteraine what support ARA might offer nurses in El Salvador and make recom-
mendations for action. 
This rep>rt provides background and recommendations in resp>nse to the charge 
f r011 the house. 
The plight of nurses as well as other health care wor!ters in El Salvador is 
tied to the breakdown of the health care system and governmental policies in 
El Salvador. '1'he Bationa1 University of El Salvador, founded in 1841, has 
continuously maintained a variety of professional schools including a school 
of aedicine, providing public education for students from all levels of 
Salvadoran society. In June 1980, military troops occupied the university 
grounds and closed its facilities. This stopped the flow of eighth-year 
medical students to rural areas where they traditionally have performed a year 
of obligatory service. 'l'bat sue year a group of physicians and other health 
personnel formed a Committee in Defense of Patients, Medical Workers, and 
Health Institutions in response to attacks by security forces and paramilitary 
groups on patients and staff in clinics and hospitals throughout the country. 
Shortly after the comittee was formed it sponsored a three-day medical strike 
in protest. Retaliations followed: of the 11 committee members, eight have 
been killed, •disappeared• or gone into exile.l 
., 
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The total llUlllber of health professionals affected by such acts of violence is 
not known because of faJlilies• and colleagues' fear of reprisals if human 
rights violations are rep)rted. "l'he Salvadoran Nurses' Union (ANES) was so 
concerned that it placed a notice in El Diado de Boy on September 22, 1982, 
denouncing nmaerous kidnappings of its members. The government appears to be 
focusing specific attention on health workers by virtue of their delivery of 
care to all those who request it. Bunger, infectious diseases and inter-
aittent military skiraisbes contribute to overwhelming problems in meeting 
hea1th needs of the population. When care is provided to the poor and the 
refugees-it is seen as subversive by the government which regards these groups 
with deep suapialon. Buaeroua anecdotal reports suggest that individual 
health care workers are stalked and abducted by plain-clothed or uniformed men 
lying in wait. 
'!bis bruf review of the status :''!'t' heal.th care providers in El Salvador 
suggests that cwert political efforts on behalf of El Salvadoran nurses may 
jeopardize their lives by bringing to public attention individual nurses or 
nurses as a group of identifiable health care workers. The International 
Council of Bu.rses advises that in dealing with suspected violations of human 
rights, a quiet 4lplcaatic approach is reco•ended, through an apolitical 
organizatian such as tbe International Red Cross. International Red Cross has 
had some success in resolving problems using this approach. A political 
(public) approach to investigating human rights violations may increase risks 
to individuals and should only be conducted by highly experienced 
organizations. 
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Other countries in the world may soon be deserving similar attention as 
international human rights organizations increasingly gain media space to 
highlight these concerns. It is unlikely that ARA will be able to or would 
wish to direct sufficient human and material resources to directly intervene 
in human rights policies of other countries. However, it would be appropriate 
for the association to provide background information to SNAs for their 
members who wish to contribute to human rights efforts. In this context the 
Cabinet on Hmaan Rights offers to the Board of Directors the following 
reCOlllllendations: 
1. That the Board of Directors advise the SNAs that individual. 
nurses can be -.»t effective in expressing their concerns 
about hmaan rights violations in El Salvador and other 
countries by 
a. Urging congressional representatives to support 
governmental policies that will encourage recognition 
~-L•,; 
of human rights in countries 
,( 
b. Imreatigating the financia1 structure of human rights 
and relief organizations (comparing program costs, 
management costs, and plblicity/fund raising costs to 
. 
total budget) and their effectiveness before choosing 
one !)r more to receive personal contributions 
1, I t:, A.-~'-u'u.i..A-&.>. 
c. S~t the genera1 public becoJles aware of the 
[!ervasiveneB!]af gross human rights violations. 
2. '?bat AB&, th{ough the Cabinet on Buman Rights, continue to 
aanitor tbe work of human rights organizations and identify 
human rights inJ.tiatives that may be appropriate for ANA 
endorsement 
3. That AHA, through the Cabinet on Buman Rights, monitor 
information on human rights and share it with SNAs as 
appropriate. 
-s-
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Listed below are 801111!! of the organizations conducting relief efforts in Bl 
Salvador. (Inclusion in this list does not constitute endorsement or 
nonencJorsement of tbe organizations.) 
l. SHARE Foundation 
P.O. Box 53372 
Washington, D.C. 20009 
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(The Salvadoran Humanitarian Aid, Research and Education 
l!'oundation--c:ollects financial contributions for the ten 
refugee camps operated by the catholic Church in Bl. Salvador.) 
2. International Committee of the Red Cross 
815 Second Avenue, Boom 1021 
New York, New York 10017 Attn: n sa1vador 
(ICRC gives humanitarian aid to all victills of the present 
political strife in Bl Salvador.) 
3. UHICBJ!' 
331 East 38th Street 
Nev York, Hew York 10016 
,. American Priends Service Coaaittee 
1501 Cherry Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102 
5. Pan American Beal.th Organizati~ 
525 23rd Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
6. Comaittee far Health Rights in Bl Salvador 
P.O. Box 1194 
Salinas, cali!ornia 93902 
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7. Medical Aid for Bl Salvador 
P .. O. Box 3282 
Los Angeles, California 90078 
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Name of Unit: 
Strategy: 
Action Plan: 
CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
To enhance the image of professional nurses specifically 
as ft relates to human rights 
1. Evaluate and expand existing ANA policies regarding 
affinnatfve action in order to insure that 11 human 
rights11 issues for the nursing profession in their 
broadest sense are addressed. This includes ex-
pansion and elaboration on the definition of minority. 
2. Develop affinnative action progranuning for the 
association based upon a needs assessment {unit 
assessment results; affinnative action record 
keeping fonns} • 
3. Develop strategies for implementation of Nursing_: 
A Social Policy Statement with regard to its im-
pact on ethnic minorities; provide input to the 
Social Policy Task Force as it develops plans for 
evaluation of the Social Policy Statement. 
4. Participate in the development of plans for transition 
to the modified federation structure. 
5. Evaluate social, economic, scientific and educational 
changes to detennine their implications for the 
health and welfare of nurses and consumers from 
ethnic minority and cultur~lly diverse backgrounds. 
6. Coordinate and disseminate an afffnnative action 
tool and record keeping fonn to be used by structural 
units and constituents to report and assess affinna-
tive action within the nursing profession. 
7. Prepare and distribute a comprehensive report to the 
ANA Board of Directors, structural units and constit-
uents which includes a sumnary and evaluation of the 
affirmative action activities for these groups during 
the present biennium. 
8. Coordinate the selection of the Affirmative Action 
Recognition Award recipients (cost in Convention budget). · 
Continued ••• 
Cabinet on Human Rights 
November 9, 1982 
Page 2 
Liaisons: 
Publications: 
9. Solicit funding for a BSN Scholarship Program. 
This activity stems fnim the iq,lementa.tion of a 1978 
House of Delegates resolution (Have requested .ANF 
assistance). 
10. Collect, coq,ile, and share infonnation from constit-
uents, ethnic and culturally diverse marsing organi-
zations and individuals concerning prograas for the 
successful recruitment and participation of ethnic 
nurses with the association. 
11. Survey of Council on Intercultural Nursing members 
on issues/services and programs of a generic and 
specialty nature with attention to ethnic/minority 
concerns 
12. Develop a position paper to describe the scope of 
intercultural nursing practice and the parameters 
of the Council on Intercultural Nursing. 
Cabinet on Human Rights representatives attend ethnic/ 
minority, culturally diverse nursing organizations and/ 
or women/civil rights annual meetings. 
Revision of Affinnative Action Progranmfng for the 
Nursing Profession '--,,.· _,_·, __ :!;': 
::::·:· 
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American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Road, Kansas City. ~issouri 64108 
(816) 474-5720 
Eunice R. Cole, A.N. 
P1est0enr 
Judith A Ryan. Ph 0 .. A.N. 
EVN:t.11,,.-e Dm1c1or 
TO: Cabinet on Human Rights 
FROM: Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., R.N. 
Chairperson 
DATE: April 12, 1985 
RE: Update on Activities 
:#2- ,z_ 
···r;.,t,. 
Washington omce: 
1101 14th Street, N.W. 
Suile 200 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
(202) 789-1800 
Meeting with Executive Cofflllittee, Council on Cultural Diversity in Nursing Practice 
When I was in Kansas City t~ present the.cabinet report to the Board of Directors 
March 8, 1985, I also met with the council executive co111T1ittee. The committee 
~gr~ed to have the focus of their 1987 conference be access to care. The members 
. 1nd1cated that they wanted to include cabinet representation in some way. I indi-
cated to them that we_supp?rted their intent to develop guidelines for curriculum 
cont~nt on cult~ral d1Vers1ty_and offered to assist with development of strategies 
for 1mpl~?tat10~-- The conm1ttee requested that the cabinet contribute to framing 
~he counc1l s pos1t1on statement on the scope of the council's interest when that 
~s ready for COll11lent. The exchange among us was very posttive and mutually support-1ve. 
Board of Directors1 Meeting 
'!}le cabinet•s report to the board on March 8th went well. The cabinet was co11111ended 1n ~e thoroughness and clarity of its various reports and reconmendations. You 
rece1Ved a copy of the reports in February 20 and February 25 1985 ma i 1 itigs The 
only change was the title of the report to the 1985 House of Delegates It w~s 
changed~ read_.Malnutrition and Hun9er 11 • A memo from President Cole 0 summarizes 
the boards act1ons on these reports {attached). -
I wa~ present to hear the report of the board's Honorary Awards Co11111ittee The 
c~un ttee reconmended. some modifications in our proposa 1 for the Nati ona 1 • Human 
R1ghts Award._ These 1ncluded_that the award should be framed within the context of 
health tare; 1t should be nat1onal rather than international, and since the ANA 
awards program focuses on nurses, it should be given to a nurse who is an SNA member 
rather than a non-nurse. I was pleased that the conmittee accepted the concept of 
the_aw~rd and that the board supported instituting the new award with the changes as rnd1cated. ' 
ANA - An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Plenary Session Planning Conmittee 
Ellen Murphy represented the cabinet at the planning meeting for the 1986 conven-
tion plenary sessions. The c011111ittee met in l<ansas City March 27, 1985. 
Lesbian/Gay Health Conference 
ANA was invited to participate on a Scientific Advisory Coomittee to guide program 
development and select papers for the Fourth AIDS Forum/Seventh National Lesbian/ 
Gay Health Conference June 28-30, 1985, in Washington, O.C. Jim Welch attended the 
first meeting of the conmittee February 22, 1985. I will be attending the second 
corrmittee meeting May 3, 1985. 
March on Hunger 
On April 18, 1985, I will be participating in a press conference to hightlight hun-
ger in America, to be held in Washington, D.C. Nursing was one of the few health 
professions invited to join with Physicians' Task Force on Hunger in America to call 
attention to the growing epidemic. I anticipate having appointments with key members 
of congress to discuss the cabinet's concerns in this area. 
1985 House of Delegates 
The Board of Directors has reconsidered its earlier decision to fund only chairper-
sons to attend the 1985 house. I am pleased they have decided to cover costs for 
the entire cabinet and look forward to seeing you there. 
Bylaws Amendment 
The Colilllittee on Bylaws is proposing an amendment that would require each constit-
uent SNA to 11 provide for a human rights and an affinnation action program". 
President Cole has expressed to me her concern that, given the general tenor of the 
country, it may be difficult to gain house support for such an amendment. It would 
reflect badly on the association if the house were to vote down this proposal. 
Debate on this issue will undoubtedly occur in the Constituent Forum as well as in 
the bylaws hearing. It will be important to have influential persons in both arenas 
who can speak on behalf of the amendment. I will be calling you to talk with you 
about specific strategies and wfll also contact some fonner cabinet members for as-
sistance. 
JKH:LOE:KST:dlr 
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AMBlUCAH NtJRSBS' ASSOCIATION 
Report of 
cabinet on Buman Rights 
to the ANA Board of Directors 
December 1984 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
DECEMBER 12-14, 1984 
AGENDA ITEM 16 
The Cabinet on Ruman Rights held one meeting since the 1984 House of 
Delegates. In response to the house resolution on El Salvador, the cabinet is 
currently collecting information about human rights organizations and their 
activities that will assist the cabinet in framing a proposal for criteria and 
scope of ARA activities in international human rights to report to the board in March 1985. 
The house report on Coaai.tment and Action on Human Rights has stimulated 
extensive discussion and planning tovard implementation. The cabinet 
forwarded a request to the Coaaittee on Bylaws recommending that bylaws 
language be added that AHA members provide for human rights and afficmative action progra-aing. 
Thi~ f~ a small task force met to deal with developing resources to support 
aff1.raat1.ve action. One outcome of that meeting is a plan to collect and/or 
expand the data about .minority nursing in education, services and the 
professiona1 association. The cabinet will receive a report from this 
ccaaittee at its January 1985 meeting. The Honorary Awards Committee this 
11011th will consider a proposal from the cabinet for a national Hwnan Rights 
A~rd to recognize an individual or group of individuals who have made 
significant contributions toward protecting or improving conditions which 
directly affect the restoration or establishment of individual human rights. 
The cab~et ba1ieves such an award would clearly establish ANA's commitment to 
husan rights and wuld exemplify the essence of nutsing's philosophy about 
unkind. 
At this time the cabinet does not anticipate a report with recommendations to 
the 1985 House of Delegates but will make a final determination in this matter 
at its January 1985 meeting. 
LDE:mw:50 
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Cabinet on Buman Rights 
October 1-2, 1984 
Kansas City, Missoori 
MINU'l'BS 
DBAPT-Mailed 
to cabinet 
for review 
and approval. 
The ANA Cabinet on HUDlan Rights met October 1-2, 1984, at AM headquarters in 
Kansas City, Missouri. 
Cabinet members present: 
Juanita K. Bunter, Bd.D., R.H., chairperson 
Bertha M. Gipp, B.S.H., R.H. 
Betty Mitsunaga, Ph.D., R.H. (October 1 on1y) 
Ellen It. Murphy, J.D., R.H. 
James C. Welch, R.R. 
Lula Whighaa-Marable, M.A., R.H.,C.S., C.R.A.A. 
Cabinet members absent: 
Ildaura M. Murillo-Rohde, Ph.D., R.R., F.A.A.!f. 
Guests present: 
John Callegari, breakthrough director, National Student Nurses Association 
Staff Resources: 
Lyndall D. Bddy, M.P.A., R.H., director, Policy Development and Strategic 
Planning 
Karen s. Tucker, coordinator, Governance Support Services 
Other staff were present to present reports and audit portions of the meeting. 
The Cabinet on Buman Rights focus for 1984 is enhancellent of the iaage of 
professional nursing by advocacy for the health and we1£are of consuaers and 
nurses. 
Subject: Review and Approval 
of Minutes 
The cabinet reviewed the ainutes 
of the March 8-9, 1984. cabinet -
meeting, the March 8, 1984, suaa.cy 
A a::,tion was made and carried 
unanillously that the ainutea of the 
March 1984, meeting of the 
Subject and Discussion 
of the joint aeting with the 
Coalittee on Ethics and the 
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August 24, 1984, meeting of the 
cabinet. Cabinet members noted 
that ccmmnication had not yet been 
forwarded to the Cabinet on Nursing 
Education C101aending its work on 
the revision of the Standards for 
Hursing Education and to the 
Board of Directors around the 
cabinet's continuing concern about 
adequate representation of 
minorities ol1 the ballot. 
Subject and Discussion 
Subject: Activities of the 
Chairperson 
The chairperson reported on the 
several. meetings she had attended 
on behalf of the Cabinet on Human 
Rights, including the following: 
1) Boa.rd eo.aittee on Legislation, 
March 21-22, 1984, which 
developed legislative priorities 
approved by the Board of 
Directors at its June 19-21, 
1984, meeting and forwarded to 
the iiouSe of Delegates for 
information. 
2) Constituent l'orwa, April 9, 
1984, where the chairperson 
encouraged state nurses' 
assaciations that have projects 
under way or know of projects 
within their states that are 
addressing access to care for 
vulnerable populations to advise 
the cabinet so that the info~-
aation :might be circulated. 
3) 'l'he Board of Directors, June 21, 
1984, where the chairperson 
presented a report entitled 
•statellent on Health Care for 
Action 
Cabinet on Buman Rights~ the 
smmaary of the March 8, 1984, joint 
meeting with the Committee on 
Ethics; and the minutes of the 
August 24, 1984, meeting of the 
cabinet be approved as written. 
Action 
Subject and Discussion 
Populations At-Risk,• including 
recoanendations for the board's 
consideration. 
4) National Assaciation of Hispanic 
Nurses, September 20-22, 1984. 
5) National Gay Health Education 
P'oundation in New York City 
prior to convention. 
6) National Black Nurses' Assacia-
tion, July 1984, where the 
chairperson met informally with 
the president of MBNA to explore 
how NBNA might work with ARA on 
support ·of the BSR scholarship. 
The cabinet chair advised the 
cabinet that she believes that 
the differences between the two 
organizations continue to 
grow. 
Subject: National Student 
Nurses Association 
Representatives RePort 
The representative froa the 
National Student Nurses Assaciation 
presented a brief verbal report to 
the cabinet outlining the BSHA's 
Project Breakthrough to Rursing 
activities. Additional 
informationa1 packets frca RSBA 
were shared with the cabinet. 
Subject: Next Meeting Date 
Action 
The cabinet confirmed its 1985 
aeeting dates as January 16-18 
and October 14-16, at AHA head-
quarters in Kansas City, Missouri. 
Subject and Discussion 
Subject: Executive Staff Report 
Dr. Hattie Bessent, deputy execu-
tive director of the ethnic racial 
ainority project provided a verbal 
update on the baccalaureate 
scholarship prograa advising the 
cabinet of the success of the 
project thus far. She encouraged 
the cabinet to write to the founda-
tiozri soliciting 110ney to keep the 
program viable. The cabinet also 
recognized that liaisons with 
organizations might 
provide an avenue for support of 
the scholarship program. 
Subject: Division of Bouse, 
Board and Cabinet 
Affairs Staff Report 
The director of the Division of 
Bouse, Board and Cabinet Affairs 
provided a verbal report to the 
cabinet updating them on issues and 
activities with the American 
Hospital Association, the Joint 
Coaaission on Accreditation of 
Hospitals, and the American Medical 
Association. Be noted ANA' s cur-
rent relationship with the National 
Council of State Boards of Nursing 
is maintained at the executive and 
president level and that an ad hoc 
coaaittee has been appointed with 
representatives fraa both organiza-
tions to develop a joint statement 
on advanced practice. Be updated 
the cabinet on the status of 
efforts to implement the Rational 
Institute on Nursing and reauthori-
zation of the Burse Training Act. 
Activities of the ANA/ AMA 
leadership coaaittee were reported 
as centering on prospective 
reillbarseaent, reduced length of 
stay, the increase of home visits, 
and the consequences. Registered 
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Action 
By consensus, the cabinet agreed to 
send letters of solicitation for the 
B.S.H. Scholarship Project to various 
organizations, as appropriate. 
The cabinet commended the 
deputy executive director of the 
Ethnic Racial Minority Fellowship 
Program for her outstanding 
efforts in implementing this 
project. 
The cabinet reviewed the document, 
•aeviev of Health Policy Agenda,• 
and made several recommendations 
for establishment of new policy, 
clarification of principles, and 
indicated areas of conflict in the 
document. The cabinet was most 
concerned with the rights of 
research subjects, confidentiality 
of records, and provision of 
service based on ability to pay, 
wanting some provision for indi-
viduals who are unable to pay to 
also be eligible to receive 
service. These coanents will be 
forwarded to the Board of Directors 
in conjunction with recommendations 
from other cabinets. 
=#2. z. 
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Subject and Discussion 
nurses are currently experiencing 
in the face of having allowed many 
of their former responsibilities to 
now be handled by occupational 
therapists, physical therapists, 
and aides. He indicated that 
physicians were encouraging 
registered nurses to recapture this 
market which is reimbursffable. 
The rationale for the board's 
decision to endorse a presidential 
candidate was discussed by the 
cabinet. Following a legislative 
report from the director of the 
Office of Legislative Affairs, the 
cabinet chairperson asked in what 
ways cabinet members might become 
more involved in presenting testi-
llOny. Staff indicated the composi-
tion of the COIIIDittee to hear the 
testimony is considered, and if 
possible a voter from one of the 
comittee member's constituent 
states is selected in order to have 
J10re influence on the committee. 
She indicated the lists of cabinet 
and council executive committee 
members are considered, and indi-
viduals are asked to testify on 
subjects related to their areas of 
expertise. AHA' s review of the 
Health Policy Agenda was 
discussed. 
Subject: Policy Development and 
Strategic Planning Staff 
Report 
In reviewing the August orientation 
for AHA cabinet !Delllbersr it was 
suggested that cabinet members 
receive a copy of the swmaarized 
evaluation of the orientation. 
Cabinet llellbers suggested that they 
be nore involved in the presenta-
tions during the orientation 
Action 
Subject and Discussion 
process ana that it be a briefing 
rather than an orientation. 
Subject: Constituent Affairs 
Staff Report 
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'1'be director of the Division of 
Constituent Affairs discussed with 
the cabinet preliminary plans of 
the ea-ittee on Bylaws to propose 
an .-endaent to Article II, 
Section 3, that additional language 
be added that SHAs provide for 
huaan rights and affirmative actian 
progruaing. She sought clarifi-
cation as to whether this proposal 
would be satisfactory to the 
cabinet on Buman Rights. 
The director of Member Services 
provided a verbal report regarding 
approaches to exploring the 
Constituent Porwa•s possible role 
in review of state nurses• associa-
tions and affiraative action award1 
Member Services' responsibility for 
coordinating work with SNAs, 
particularly ways in which Member 
Services can facilitate implementa-
tion of affirmative action acf!!!::_-r 
ties. Staff indicated that there 
appears to be a pattern in the 
reports that the same states con-
tinue to respond and other states 
are not as actively engaged in 
affirmative action activities. 
Cabinet aembers discussed various 
reasons why SNAs may not be re-
sponding including the possibility 
that requests for the report may 
not always reach the appropriate 
person to respond. The cabinet 
agreed to discuss this issue later 
in its aeeting under the agenda 
itea, affiraative action. 
Action 
The cabinet agreed on and passed 
the following motion: 
That the Cabinet on Human Rights 
recommend that th~ Committee on 
Bylaws consider submitting the 
proposal to the 1985 House of 
Delegates, that in Article II, 
Section 3, an additional state-
ment be added to read, •a. pro-
vide for a human rights and affir-
mative action program.• 
::Jtz z.. 
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Subject and Discussion 
Subject: Suggested Amendments 
to the AHA Bylaws 
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Cabinet members raised questions 
about terms of office for cabinet 
members, indicating the bylaws ar~ 
unclear as to when the terms of 
office begin for cabinet members. 
In addition, the cabinet was 
concerned about the process used 
for the appointment of cabinet 
members in 1984. The cabinet was 
particularly ex>ncerned that 
suggestions of individuals for 
appointment were solicited prior to 
the announcement of election 
results. 
The cabinet has stated its concern 
from a human rights perspective 
that proper representation on all 
cabinets must be assured, and the 
procedure in 1984 did not allow for 
that assurance. 
Subject~ Council on Cultural 
Diversity in Nursing 
The cabinet discussed the account-
ability of the Council on Cultural 
Diversity in Nursing. In the 
March 8-9, 1984, agenda of the 
cabinet, JlleJlbers were apprised of 
the self-assessment being conducted 
by the councils. including the 
Council on Intercultural Nursing. 
Since that time the councils have 
concluded their self-assessaents 
and have considered the cabinets to 
which they might most appropriately 
relate. 
Action 
As a result of this discussion, 
the cabinet made and passed the 
following motion: 
'J.'b.at the Cabinet on BUllan Rights 
recoaend to the Ccaaittee on 
Bylaws that the following 
proposal for amendment of the 
bylaws be submitted to the 1985 
Bouse of Delegates, that the 
title of Article IV, Section 10, 
be changed to read "Nominations 
and Elections for Officers, Board 
of Directors, and cabinets,• to 
clarify the purpose of this 
section. 
In addition, the following JDOtion 
was made and passed by the cabinet. 
'l'hat the cabinet request that the 
Coaaittee on eo.aittees look at 
the procedure used for aaking 
reC011Dendations to the Board of 
Directors for appointments prior 
to the announceaent of election 
results. 
Subject and Discussion 
It was Rt>ted that at the cabinet 
orientation in August 1984, the 
Cabinet on Buman llights met with 
the Cabinets on Rursing Education 
and llursing Practice to discuss 
what llight be appropriate rela-
tiOftShips for tbe Council on 
Cultural Diversity in Nursing 
(foraerly the Council on 
Interc:ultural Nursing). Based on 
the cabinets• agreement, a memo-
randm was forwarded to the Board 
of Directors reca ending that the 
three cabinets collaboratively 
exaaine the purposes and functions 
of the council over the next year. 
The cabinets also recoaaeuded that 
the council's request to report to 
the Council on Nursing Practice be 
honored for the ensuing year. 
Plans for representatives of the 
Cabinet on Buman Right~ to further 
explore with the council executive 
C011ai.ttee, at its October 12-13, 
1984, aeeting, the change in the 
focus of the council were 
discussed. 
Subject: International Council 
of Nursing Draft Guide-
lines on Rights and 
Responsibilities of 
Nursing Students 
The cabinet was advised that Iaf 
bas requested that ARA coaent on 
draft guidelines on rights and 
responsibilities of nursing 
students. The cabinet reviewed 
the draft doc11111ent. 
=ttz -e. 
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Action 
It was agreed that two cabinet repre-
sentatives would meet with the execu-
tive COlllllittee of the Council on 
Cultural Diversity in Nursing to 
explore the intrepretation of council 
function and accountability. 
The Cabinet on Buman Rights indicated 
that they viewed the guidelines as 
being directed toward the basic 
nursing student. They suggested 
that the guidelines are appropriate 
to various levels of students, whether 
graduate or undergraduate, and asked 
that these comments be shared with 
ICN. 
Subject and Discussion 
Subject: Proposed Guidelines for 
Interor9anizational 
Relationships 
The cabinet reviewed the proposed 
guidelines for interorganizational 
relationships developed by the 
Cabinet on Nursing Practice and 
circulated to the cabinet for 
review and ooinent. 
The cabinet noted that this docu-
m~nt will be helpful as it de-
termines to what degree and depth 
it wishes to pursue its organiza-
tional relationships and noted 
that according to the doctlllent all 
the Cabinet on Human Rights inter-
organizational relationships are 
all within the Level Two category. 
Subject: Convention and Annual 
Bouse of Delegates 
Planning 
The cabinet discussed the two 
major activities sponsored at 
convention, the •Report on 
COmlitment and Action and Hmian 
Rights,• adopted by the 1984 House 
-9-
Action 
'!he cabinet c011111:mded the work of 
the Cabinet on Nursing Practice on 
helping the association establish 
guidelines for establishing and 
aintaining relationships with 
other organizations. The cabinet 
suggested that category of Level One 
aay be too restrictive with repre-
sentations limited to a seat •on the 
governing body• of another organiza-
tion. The cabinet suggested that 
language be amended to read •within 
the structure of that organization• to 
provide more flexibility for relation-
ships with those organizations where 
it might be inappropriate for ARA to 
be represented on the governing body. 
In addition, cabinet Dlelllbers discussed 
ANA's history of providing testimony 
on issues of COID:>n concern with other 
organizations and suggested that t.~is 
provision be added to Level Two of the 
guidelines. 
'l'be cabinet requested that funding 
be requested in the 1985 budget for 
attendance at two major conferences 
for the purpose of maintaining 
interorganizational relationships 
to be specified in the future. 
The cabinet identified designation 
of cabinet liaisons as an agenda 
item for its next meeting. 
Subject and Discussion 
of Deleg~tes, and the luncheon 
sponsored honoring persona 
featured in COnteaporary Minority 
Leaders in Buraing: Afro-
Aaedcan, Hispanic, Native 
Aaerican Perspectives, held at 
the Sheraton Rew Orleans Hotel, 
June 23, 1984. In addition, the 
chairperson noted that the caucus 
for ainorities held June 26, 1984, 
vas successful, and indicated she 
has a list of attendees that she 
will distribute to the cabinet 
Jlellbers for their information. 
The cabinet recognized with the 
reduction of funds available to 
AD. and the shift £rem a two-year 
cycle to a one-year cycle, it 
would need to consider a realistic 
and feasible scope.of M>rk for the 
next y~u and noted that the frame 
and action plans of the cabinets 
report provide a useful way to 
organize the work before the 
cabinet. In addition, the cabinet 
discuased the possibility of 
developing a five-year plan and 
noted that one bad been developed 
in the 1978-80 biennium period. 
Subject: Rational Health 
Policies-Access to 
Care 
'l'he cabinet discussed at length 
what strategies aight be planned 
-10-
to deal with access to care. The 
cabinet noted that a variety of 
projects are underway throughout the 
country where individuals or 
groups are providing services in 
innovative ways, yet people are 
generally unaware of these projects. 
The cabinet discussed the rele-
vance of an issues conference 
that would focus on access to 
Action 
Staff was asked to forward a copy of 
the five-year plan previously de-
veloped by the Commission on Human 
Rights to Juanita Bunter and James 
Welch for review and critique prior 
to the next cabinet meeting. 
The following motion was made and 
passed: 
That a letter be written, and for-
warded with a conference proposal, 
to the appropriate C011111ittee and 
staff relating the cabinets• con-
cern over the policy decision to 
not approve plans for issues 
conferences, explaining the need 
and purpose of a conference on 
access to care and referencing 
Subject and Discussion 
care and would provide a platform 
for sharing information relative 
to innovative projects under way 
throughout the country. Staff 
advised the cabinet that current 
policy limits sponsorship of 
conferences to AHA councils, 
based on primary functions of 
cabinets and councils, fiscal 
constraints, and limited staff 
resources to support additional 
conferences. 
-ll-
In discussing the •Report on Access 
and Recognition of Services of 
Nurses,• the cabinet questioned what 
effect, if any, financial cutbacks 
may be having on the employment of 
historically underrepresented 
nurses. The cabinet noted that in 
the past underrepresented nurses 
had been among the first to be 
affected by layoffs and reduced 
work schedules. 
Subject: Affirmative Action/ 
Human Rights 
The cabinet reviewed the 1984 
House of Delegates resolution on 
Bl Salvador. The cabinet 
Action 
the related action of the 1984 
Bouse of Delegates. 
In addition, the folloving motion was 
made and passed: 
'l'bat if the cabinet's request to 
sponsor a conference is not 
approved, that a letter be sent 
to all councils suggesting that 
they consider the possibility of 
cosponsoring a conference on 
access to care in the fall of 
1986 or the spring of 1987, 
possibly using a call for papers 
approach with plans to publish 
the proceedings. 
'l'he following a::,tion was made and 
passed: 
That the Cabinet on Rullan Rights 
pursue various •tbods of 
soliciting and disseminating 
inforaation that identifies 
problems of client access to 
health services and narsings'/ 
nurses• activities to address 
those problellS. 
The following a::>tion vas !lade and 
passed: 
That the.Cabinet on Buman Rights 
request inforaation fraa the 
Cabinet on Bconcaic and Genera1 
Welfare regarding the effect, if 
any, of cutbacks in financing and 
subsequent layoffs on the 
employment status of historically 
underrepresented nurses. 
'l'he cabinet suggested that the 
association begin requesting 
inforution on huaan rights issues 
Subject and Discussion 
discussed the scope of inter-
national and national hUllan rights 
activities of the association and 
recent interorganizational 
activities in the international 
sector that were widertaken 
legitiaately in the interest of 
expediency, without a conceptual 
fraaework or scope to guide 
decisions to became involved. The 
cabinet tal.ked about the need to 
identify elellents to be considered 
in setting forth the scope of the 
ABA international hUllall rights 
efforts that would be recoaaended 
to the Board of Directors for 
consideration as AHA policy. 
The cabinet explored the idea of 
initiating a letter-writing 
caapaign to legislators to 
highlight international affairs 
and increase publicity. 
Subject: Definition of the Term 
Minority 
'fhe cabinet reviewed the history 
of the association's atteapt to 
define Jli.nority in recent years. 
It was noted that attellpts to 
adequately define the tena have 
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Action 
fraa ICR on a regular basis, and 
that this information flow through 
the executive unit to cabinet 
staff, so the cabinet on Buman 
Rights can make informed decisions 
and recomendations to the Board of 
Directors. 
Staff was asked to contact the 
Washington, D.C., office for advice 
in developing language for a letter 
and advice as to how best to con-
duct the letter-writing campaign to 
influence governmental officials, 
and to report the suggestions to 
the January cabinet meeting. 
The following motion was made and 
carried at the Cabinet on Human 
Rights meeting: 
That the Cabinet on Buman Rights 
contact appropriate organizations 
and explore their recommendations 
regarding the El Salvador 
situation, for discussion at the 
January meeting with possible 
reconaendations to go forward to 
the Board of Directors for 
action. 
'l'he foll-owing motion was made and 
passed: 
That the Cabinet on Human Rights 
review and revise the policies on 
=ttz -z.. 
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Subject and Discussion 
resulted in response to the need to 
collect data on association !Mllber-
ship, the need to trace effects of 
affir11ative action efforts, and the 
need to raise awareness of the 
majority about the huaan rights and 
affirmative action as they pertain 
to minorities both within and out-
side the association and for the 
needs of individuals who consider 
themselves to be JleJlbers of an 
unrecognized llinority. '?he cabinet 
discussed verbal and written coa-
munications on the absence of 
reference to religion in the 
definition of llinority. It was 
noted that the federal governaent 
continues to struggle with defini-
tion of the term ••inority• and 
that it varies depending on where 
one is and what system one is in, 
in light of a multitude of vari-
ables. Dialogue concluded that it 
is generally accepted that creed 
infers religion and inclusion of 
the term religion in the definition 
might raise some misuse that would 
redirect the cabinet and the 
original purpose of this cabinet. 
The cabinet discussed the need to 
be clear in COllllllnication about the 
difference between affirmative 
action and human rights, and to 
communicate effectively with the 
appropriate individuals and 
states. If field vists were made, 
the 111ajor focus would be on the 
broad issue of human rightsr rather 
than focusing on ufirmative 
action. 
Subject: Human Rights Award 
The cabinet reviewed a draft 
memorandum proposal for a human 
rights award in response to 
decisions made at the cabinet's 
March 1984 meeting. The cabinet 
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Action 
huaan rights during the next 
bienniua and that a task force be 
appointed to review the affirutive 
action program, to consider what the 
cabinet's approach aight be in 
developing buaan rights policies, 
and to consider the revision of 
the model for affinrative action 
wiit assessment in light of the 
1984 Bouse of Dalegates report on 
COIIDitment and action on human 
rights. 
Lula Whigham-Marable was identified as 
the chairperson of this task force 
vi th Bllen Murphy and Ildaura Murillo-
Rohde as Jlletlbers. In the event 
Dr. Murillo-Rohde is unavailable, Betty 
Mitsunaga was identified as her 
alternate. 
'l'he following 110tion was made and 
carried: 
'!hat the draft prcposal for the 
human rights award be fOIVarded 
SUbject and Discussion 
offered 001111ents to be included in 
the pmpoae rationale and the cover 
flll!lll:>randua. 
-14-
Action 
to the Committee on Honorary 
·Awards for consideration, with 
the cover memorandum as dis-
cussed. (See Attachment 1) 
!'be cabinet received written reports from the Division of Governmental 
Affairs, Center for Research., Center for Credentialing Services, and the 
Division of Marketing and Public Affairs. 
D'!:pa:88 
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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
OCTOBER 1-2, 1984 
AGENDA ITEM 1.5.1 
ATTACI-NENT l 
TAB NO. 3 
Cabinet on It.an Rights Report to the Constituent Forum 
April 9, 1984 
You have before you the report of the Cabinet on Human Rights to the 1984 
House of Delegates on the subject of commitment and action on human rights. 
The edition of the report that was sent in the Constituent Forum packet has 
been edited following review by the Reference Committee. I will mention these 
changes so that you will have accurate language. 
* * * * 
The Cabinet on Human Rights has, over the years, had two primary concerns: 
affirmative action and access to care for vulnerable populations within the 
context of human rights. It is the latter concern, access to care, that 
brings me to address the Constituent Forum today. 
The 1982 House of Delegates adopted Resolution #14 on Social Responsibility 
for Health Care Services to At-Risk Populations. Activities since then, to 
mention only a few, have included: 1) testifying regarding financing of the 
medicare system and benefits for social security; 2} testifying on prospec-
tive payment for Medicare; 3) introducing legislation to establish Co11111unity 
Nursing Centers; and 4) submitting project proposals that relate to funding 
for and access to health care services. 
The cabinet began discussions last fall to develop strategic plans to help the 
concerns for access to care be visible at the loca 1 leve 1. An early draft 
statement received COlllllents from some of the other cabinets and led to the 
report on coamitment and action on human rights that you have before you. 
The cabinet has continued to wrestle with the needs of clients who are 
underserved or even unserved. We know that there are nurses and groups of 
nurses who are voluntarily providing services to those who would otherwise go 
without. In other placess visibility of nu.rses caring about these populations 
is lacking. 
The recommendation in the report to the house is an effort to gain grass roots 
involvement of nurses with underserved populations. Through this reconmenda-
tion, we are encouraging SNAs to highlight nursing involvement where it is 
underway and to look at specific health care problems within their states 
identifying one to receive specific attention from ANA/SNA merrt>ers. 
The Cabinet on Human Rights would be pleased to share informati9n we receive 
frm SHAs that have such projects underway or know.of such projects within 
.. 
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their states. Our goal would be to increase public awareness of where nurses 
are responding to unmet health care needs and to encourage _oth_er sta~es to 
consider how they might increase access to health care w1thm the1r own 
boundaries. 
Fulfilling the nursing profession's social responsibility for health care 
services to At-Risk Populations required broad participation from nurses at 
all levels of the associations. We look forward to sharing the continuing 
efforts with you. 
LE:KT:js :76:5 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
MA.~CH 6-8, 1985 
AGENDA ITEM 26 
AMERICAN HORSES' ASSOCIATION 
cabinet on Buman Rights 
Report to Board of Directors 
March 1985 
Recolllllendations 
Recomendation fl: That the Board of Directors accept the report of the 
Cabinet on Buman Rights on the 1984 House of Delegates 
Report Commitment and Action on Buman Rights. 
Recomnendation 12: That the Board of Directors advise state nurses' associa-
tions that individual nurses can be most effective in 
expressing their concerns about human rights violations 
in El Salvador and other countries by a) urging congres-
sional representatives to support government~l policies 
that will encourage recognition of human rights in other 
countries, b) investigating the fiscal policies of human 
rights and relief organizations (comparing relationship 
of program costs, administrative costs, and publicity/ 
fund raising costs to the total budget) and their 
effectiveness before choosing one or more to receive 
personal contributions: c) fostering efforts to increase 
the general public's awareness of the pervasiveness of 
gross human rights violations. 
Recomendation 13: 'l"hat AHA, through the Cabinet on Buman Rights, continue 
to monitor work of human rights organizations and 
identify human rights initiatives that may be appropriate 
for ANA endorsement. 
Recolllllendation 14: That AHA, through the Cabinet on Buman Rights, monitor 
information on human rights and share it with SNAs as 
appropriate. 
B.ecom11 endation IS: 
Recoa1endationf6: 
RecoaDendation 17: 
LDB:pa:10 
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That the AHA Board of Directors designate a portion of 
the funds allocated for the nursing education public 
relations project to be added to the BSN completion 
scholarship program fund. 
That the Board of Directors provide for approval of 
conferences through the budgetary process to allow for 
discussion and consideration of priorities of the 
association. 
That the Board of Directors send a lett~r in support of 
issuance of a comemorathe postage ~nor· of -·· · 
Mary Eliza Mahoney, first black graduate nurse in the 
United States. 
• .I 
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AMERICAN NURSES• ASSOCIATION 
Report to the Board of Directors from the 
Cabinet on Hullan Rights on the 1984 House of Delegates Report 
Coaitment and Action on Human Rights 
March 1985 
In Septenmer 1984, the ANA Board of Directors requested that the Cabinet on 
Human Rights develop policies and plans to carry out the reconmendations from 
the report adopted by the 1984 House of Delegates Conmitment and Action on 
Human Rights. (Attachment) 
The Cabinet on Human Rights met January 16-18, 1985 and developed plans to 
carry out the report• s reconmendat ions. The report itself identified three 
broad areas of responsibility for action: international, national, and 
organizational. The cabinet reviewed each of the action statements and where 
appropriate, identified additional policy questions or augmented the state-
ments with additional strategies. The outcome of the cabinet•s work is 
described in the paragraphs below with language from the original report in 
bold type. 
INTERNATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. AIIA will continue to participate in ICN, with particular emphasis on 
activities .tlich support human rights for recipients and providers of 
nursing services. 
a. Assure that ICN encourage its member organizations to develop 
policies and procedures to support and enforce humane treatment of 
patients and to work within their governmental system to ensure 
human rights of nurses, consistent with the ICN Code for Nurses, 
the ICN Statement on the Role of the Nurse in the Care of 
Detainees and Prisoners, and the ICN Statement on the Nurses• Role 
in Safeguarding Human Rights. 
b. Forward to SNAs information about ICN policies and statements on 
the role of the nurse in the care of detainees and prisoners and 
in safeguarding human rights. 
2. AIIA will actively particpate with other organizations such as the 
.llllerican Association for the Advancement of Science in their efforts 
to aid scientists and health care professionals internationally Nhose 
scientific freedoll may have been seriously infringed upon or MIO may 
be physically restricted from pursuing their wrk or lllo may be in 
perSCN1a1 danger or imprisoned in violation of widely recognized human 
rights. 
• 
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a. Develop cr;teria for collaborat;ng with human rights organizations 
(and seek..endorsement by the Board of Directors via the cabinet"s 
report on El Salvador). 
NATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. AM will take deliberate steps to raise awareness of nurses concerning 
the health and 111elfare of vulnerable populations such as the frail 
elderly and the young. ~e such action is to encourage articles in 
1he Allerfcan lklrse and the American Journal of Nursing. · 
a. Develop articles for The American Nurse (two cabfoet members are 
currently writing articles. Since July 1984, The Pmerican Nurse 
has featured several articles about these populations.) 
b. Plan a plenary session for the 1986 ANA Convention. 
2. MA will encourage SNAs to establish programs to increase memers• 
.areness of hullan rights standards and the need for increased 
protection for hullan rights. 
a. Develop guidelines and policy statement on human rights (a cabinet 
task force is currently at work on this.) 
b. Recomnend bylaws change to establish SNA human rights/affirmative 
action prograJ1111ing (Conmittee on Bylaws has received the 
reconmendation.} 
c. Develop materials to assist SNAs. 
d. Provide consultation to SNAs. 
3. ARA will encourage SNAs to establish prograas to identify specific 
health and 11elfare needs of vulnerable populations. (The cabinet 
presented a report on this to the Constituent Forum.) 
4. MA will continue to aggressively support enactment of the Equal 
Rights laendllent through legislative activities and coalitions with 
other supportive organizations. 
a. Encourage and assist SNAs to engage in legislative activities and 
coalitions. (The ERA is on the list of central legislative 
priorities of the Division of Governmental Affairs.} 
. 5. MA will continue to support efforts towards establishment of 
C01111111ity mn-sing centers and other strategies directed toward 
increasing access to quality health care for underserved and unserved 
populations. 
a. Re-introduce connunity nursir.g center legislation and other 
legislation increasing access to care. 
. '
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b. Serve as clearinghouse for inf~nnation about how nurses are 
providing/improving access to care for these populations. 
c. Encourage and participate in consumer coalitions. 
d. Plan plenary session for 1986 Convention and encourage conferences 
to address this issue. 
e. rt>nitor the plight of the homeless. 
6. ANA will continue to support scholarship and loan program for -111rsing 
education targeted for ethnic/llinority populations--through federal 
funding and association contributions. 
a. Develop plans to increase contr;butions to ANA's BSN coq,letion 
scholarship program. 
b. Request assistance from the Center for Research for solicitation 
of scholarship funds. 
c. Re-introduce the Nurse Training Act. 
7. ANA will mrk with oorsing educators and other nursing organizations 
to encourage a broadening of curricula to include content related to 
cultural diversity and socio-cultural aspects in 11JrSing education 
programs. 
a. Work collaboratively with the Cabinet on Nursing Education, 
Council on Cultural Diversity in Nursing and other groups to 
institutionalize curricular content on ethnic and cultural 
diversity. 
8. ANA will provide inforaation on health hazards in the wrtplace to 
nurses and others in an effort to influence deve1018!11t of standards 
for hospitals and for use by SNAs in developing collective bargaining 
agreeaents. (A proposal related to health hazards has been forwarded 
to the Center for Research on behalf of the Cabinet on Economic and 
General Welfare.) 
ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1. AIIA will establish and iapleaent policies and procedures that clearly 
identify accountability for affiraative action th1'oughout the 
organization • 
a. Encourage and support the ANA Board of Director's Unit Assessment 
Conrnittee to conduct a biennial unit assessment of the national 
level of the association. 
b. Reconmend bylaws change to establish SNA human rights/affirmative 
action programing. • 
::Jtz z. ~~~-,~;,:; .. · . 
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2. ANA. through the Cabinet on luun Rights. will worlc with SNAs to 
establish the appropriate mechanisms for a:initoring and evaluating 
affiraative action activities to protect the human rights of SNA 
las. 
a. Identify and evaluate current data and data collection 
instruments; develop a data base in order to monitor progress in 
the future. 
b. Solicit interest of Constituent Forum in conducting biennial 
review of SNA affirmative action/human rights progrill11Tling. 
3. The MA cabinet on Hullan Rights, in conjunction with the Board of 
Directors. will a:initor progress on this action plan and report back 
to the House of Delegates annually. 
LDE:KT:js:23:2 
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0 REPORT OF THE CARINE'!' CR BOMAN RIGHTS 
Subject: 0:xllmitment and Action on Human Rights 
Presented 8y: Juanita tt. Hunter, ~.D., R.N. 
Chair, Cabinet on Human Rights 
Referred 'l'o; Reference Committee C 
(Jo Ann Page, M.N., R.N., chair) 
Adoptl!'! A-84 
Report: A 
(A-84) 
1 '1'he American ~urses• Association's history of promotion of efforts to 
2 affirm its commitment to human rights beqan with its incorporation in 
3 1901. That history was described and ARA reaffirmed its commitment in a 
4 major report to the House of Delegates in 1982. (Report Ill, Equal 
5 Opportunity and Human Rights) 
6 
7 In the current context of repeated international and national challenges 
8 to the minimal gains which have been achieved for recognition of human 
9 rights for all people, it is incumbent upon ANA to assess the status of 
10 its efforts, and further, to develop and carry forward a specific targeted 
11 action plan towards achievement of specific human rights objectives. 
Past Rouse Actions: 
1960-Acceptance of All Professional Nurses as Members 
1968-Advancement of ANA Concern fot Intergroup Relations 
1970-Quality of the Environment 
1970-Health Care Opportunities 
1970-Resolation on National Priority 
1972-t:Jniversal Declaration of Buman Rights 
1972-Affirmative Action Program 
1974-Nursing Practice and Violation of Human Rights Research 
1974-Representation of Nurses on Institutional Research and Review 
Camlittees 
1974-Ratification of Equal Rights ~ndment 
1974-Non-S110tcers Bill of Rights 
1976-Mentat ImplicatiQns for Women in Society 
1978-Sexuat Lifestyle and Human Rights 
1978-Besolution in Support of Antidiserimination Efforts 
1978-Safe Rursing Care for All Peopte, Including Ethnic ~eople of Colo~ 
1980-Minority Representation in.Nursinq Education 
1982-ltesol.ution on Equal Rights for Women 
1982-Report tll Equal Opportunity and Human Rigbts 
1982-Endorsement of the Concept of Comparable Worth 
1982-Health Hazards in the Workplace 
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• . . AMA on Civil and Political Rights 
'?he goal cf elimination of discrimination and ccvertv was su-pported by a 
1968 Souse of Delegates resolution and reaffirmed in a variety of 
resolutions ovei: the ensuing years, with the ?110st recent house action in 
1982. '?be Bouse of 'Delegates has acted in support of an eaual rights 
amendment to the United States Constitution in 1972, 1974, 1976, and 
1982. 
The 1972 Resolution on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights carried 
specific recommendations pertaining to civil and political rights. 't'he 
resolution further supported funding for implementation of civit rig~ts 
legislation, reform of the judicial and penal systems, and protection of 
all working·people to organize and bargain collectiv•ly. Also recommended 
was ratification by the o.s. Senate of conventions dealing with political 
rights of women, genocide, freedom of association, forced labor., and 
elimination of racial discrimination. 
In 1978., ANA went on record in support of civil rig~ts laws to protect 
persons regardless of sexual and affeetional ~reference. 
ANA Oil Economic, Social. and cultural Rights _ 
The House of 'Delegates has recoqnized the need for incornt! maintenance to 17) 
support the dignity and integrity of the individual and family (1972). 
A 1978 resolution called for efforts to establish fairer pav practices for 
professionals of c~rable education, experience, and responsibtlity. 
'1'his 1'a.S followed by a 1982 resolution on COtftl?arable worth. 
In the area of rights and protection of the c:itizenrv, the house has 
called for quality health care for all citizens (1970), a national health 
program with equal access for care (1972), mechanisms for reporting and 
redressing violation of husnan rights in the c:ourse of research (\974)., 
nurses• participation on institutional committees for review of research 
(1974)., legal protections ~•inst sexual exploitation of chilaren (1978), 
ancl safe nursing care for all people including ethnic people of color 
(1978). 
A concern for the status of nursing education and its profound impact upon 
quality health care and human rights of clients prompted House of 
'Delegates support of an improved education system and employment 
opportunities (1968, 1970, 1972, 1980). After examining ANA's own 
internal structure and practices, the house urged all fifty SNAs to acc:e~t 
all professional nurses as members (1960) and accepted a resolution 
pr0110tin9 an affirmative action proqram (1972). • 
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ANA on Environmental Rights 
'?his category of human rights has recently received increased attention 
and identification. AHA's Bouse of 'Delegates• policies an environment-
related human rights includes a resolution en the quality of the 
environment: (1970), support of rights for non-smokers (1974)., and health 
haurds in the workplace (1982}. 
Action Plan 
Human rights 'have been defined by m.mierous international.. national, and 
local groups in addition. to ANA'S p,:onouncements over the years. '?be 
degree to which these human rights proclalllations have been realized has 
fluctuated due to the fact that implementation has been continually 
vulnerable to political, eeonomic, and social forces within society on a 
natior.al and international lewl. It is recogni~, however., that total 
achievement. of human rights goals vill never be fully realized. 
'l'he modest gains made within the Onited States for human rights in the 
1960s have been eroc!ed as the cur:ent trend of conservatism and econc:mic 
downturn have occurred. Recognizing the urgent need for r~firmation of 
action to implement stated beliefs, ARA accepts tlte responsibitity and 
ac:countability for forward movement on its c:oa.tinuing theme of concern for 
human rights. 
ANA's International Resoonsibilities: 
1. ANA vill continue to participate in IOI, with particular emphasis on 
activities which support human rig~ts foe recipients and prcwi~ers of 
nursing services. 
2. ANA will actively participate with other organizations such as t."se 
American Association for the Advancement of Science in their efforts 
to aid scientists and health care professionals internationally Whose 
scientific freedom may have been seriously infringed upon or who 11ay 
be physically restricted fro. pursuing their 110rk or vbo may be in 
personal danger or imprisoned in violation of widely recognized buman 
rights. 
ANA'S Rational Resaonsibilities: 
1. AHA will take deliberate steps to raise awareness of nurses concerning 
the health and welfare of vulnerable populations such as the frail 
elderly and the young. One such action is to eftCOUrage articles in 
'11le American~ and the American Journal of Rursinr;j. 
2. ANA will encourage S?ms to establish progrmas to increase members• 
awareness of human rights 11tandards and need. for increased 
protection for human rights. 
3. ANA will encourage SNAs to establish progras to identify specific 
health and welfare needs of vulnerable populations. 
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AHA will continue to aggressively support enactment of the Equal 
Rights Amendment through legislative activities and coalitions with 
other supportive organizations. 
ANA will continue to suqiort efforts towards establishment of 
cc:.ananity narsin9 centers and other strategies directed toward 
increasing access to quality heatth c:are for underserved and unserved 
populations. 
ANA will continue to support sc:holars~ip and loan programs for nursing 
education targeted for ethnic/minority populations-through federa~ 
funding and association contributions. 
ANA will work with nursing educ~tors and other nursing organizations 
to encourage a broadening of curricula to include content related to 
cultural diversity and soc:io-caltural aspects in nursing education 
programs. 
ANA will provide information on health hazards in the workplace to 
nurses and others in an effort to influence development of standards 
for hospitals and for use by SNAs in developing collective bargaining 
agreements. 
ANA'S Organizational Resconsibilities: C) 
1. AHA will establish and implement policies and procedures that clearly 
identify accoontability for affirmative action throughout the 
organization. 
2. ARA, through the Cabinet on Human Rig'!\ts, will wor'< with SNAs to 
establish the appropriate mechanisms for monitoring and evaluating 
affirmative action activities to protect the human rights of SNA 
aembers. 
3. The A,.~ Cabinet on Buman Rights, in conjunction with the 8oard of 
Directors, will a:,nitor ixoqress on this action pl.an and report back 
to the Bouse of Del.egates annually. 
'?be 1984 aouse of Delegates adopted the following reeo111111en<1ations: 
~t tbe ~lean llm'Ses' association ana its aembers, the state 
11111:ses• usoclal!icas, cile !l'St.rat:e their c::aait:ment to equal 
opportunity and human rigbt.s by accepting the act.ion plan pat: ~orth 
ill t:his report.. · 
121a1: tbe 1984 Boase of Delegates will aireet the Cclllld.ttee on Bylaws 
to dne1op aa. a :a!N!a~ to strengthen U& Bylaws apec:tatioas of 
CIQIIStit:uent aabers Lor affinlatiw actioa ad lmmn rights programs. 
foe t:be camsider:at:icm the 1985 BcaSe GE IJel.egates. . 
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AMBRIOH NtJBSBS I ASSOCIATIOll 
Report to the Board of Directors 
fr011 the Cabinet on Buman Rights 
on Bl Salvador 
The 1984 ANA Bouse of Delegates approved Resolution 128 en. Bl Sal.vador that 
called for the Board of Directors to direct the Cabinet 011 Buaan Rights to 
determine what support ARA might offer nurses in Bl Salvador and llalce recoe-
mendations for action to the AD Board of Directors. 
This report provides background and rec,: e"lations in response to the c:barge 
from the house. 
'l'be plight of nurses as well as other health care wrkers in Bl Salvador is 
tied to the breakdown of the heal.th care systea and governaental policies in 
Bl Salvador. The National University of Bl salvador, founded in 1841, has 
continuously maintained a variety of professional scbools including a school 
of medicine, providing pmlic education for students froa al.1 levels of 
Salvadoran society. In June 1980, ailitary troops occupied the university 
grounds and closed its facilities. This stopped the flow of eighth-year 
medical students to rural areas where they traditionally have performed a year 
of obligatory service. That same year a group of physicians and other bea1th 
personnel formed a Committee in Defense of Patients, Medical workers. and 
: Health Institutions in response to attacks by security forces and paramilitary 
groups on patients and staff in clinics and hospitals throughout the country. 
Shortly after the comittee was formed it sponsored a three-day medical strike 
in protest. Retaliations followech of the 11 comittee lllellbers, eight have 
been killed, •disappeared• or gone into exile.l 
The total number of health professionals affected by such acts of violence is 
not known because of families' and colleagues• fear of reprisals if hmtan 
rights violations are reported. 'l'be Salvadoran Nurses' Union (MmS) was so 
concerned that it placed a notice in Bl Diario de Hoy on September 22, 1982, 
denouncing numerous kidnappings of its IIE!tlbers. '?be government appears to be 
focusing specific attention QR bea1th workers by virtue of their delivery of 
care to all those who req\:est it. Bunger, infectious diseases and inter-
mittent military skirmishes contribute to overwbellling problas in meeting 
health needs of the population. When care is provided to the poor and the 
refugees it is seen as subversive-by the government which regards these groups 
with deep suspicion. Numerous anecdotal reports suggest that individua1 
health care workers are stalked and abducted by plain-clothed or uniformed men 
lying in wait. 
This brief review of the status of health care providers in El salvador 
suggests that overt political efforts on behalf of Bl Salvadoran nurses may 
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jeopardize their lives by bringing to pJblic attention individual nurses or 
nurses as a group of identifiable health care workers. 'l'be International 
Council of Burses advises that in dealing with suspected violations of human 
rights, a quiet cllplaaatic approach is recomended, through an apolitical 
organization such as the International Red Cross. International Red Cross has 
had aaae success in resolving problems using this approach. A political 
(public) approach to investigating human rights violations may increase risks 
to i.odividaals ana should only be conducted by highly experienced 
organizations. 
Other countries in the world may soon be deserving similar attention as 
international human rights organizations increasingly gain media space to 
highlight these concerns. It is unlikely that AHA will be able to or would 
wish to direct sufficient human and material resources to directly intervene 
in hmaan rights policies of other countries. Hovever, it would be appropriate 
for tbe association to pr09ide background information to SNAs for their 
llellbers vbo wish to c:xmtribute to human rights efforts. In this context the 
Cabinet on Buaan Rights offers to tb2 Board of Directors the following 
r~JII endatlons: 
l. That the Board of Directors advise the SNAs that individual 
nurses can be 110St effective in expressing their concerns 
about human rights violations in El Salvador and other 
countries by 
a. Urging congressional representatives to support 
governmental policies that will encourage recognition 
of human rights in other countries 
b. Investigating the fiscal. policies of human rights 
and relief organizations (comparing program costs, 
unagement costs, and publicity/fund raising costs to 
total budget) and their effectiveness before choosing 
one or 110Ce to receive personal contributions 
c. Postering efforts to increase the general public's 
awareness of the pervasiveness of gross human rights 
violations. 
2. That AM, through the cabinet on Buman Rights, continue to 
aonitor the work of human rights organizations and identify 
huaan rights initiatives that may be appropriate for ARA 
enclorseaent 
3. That AlllL, tbroogb. tbe cabinet on Buman Rights, monitor 
inforaation ca bmlan rights and share it with SNAs as 
appropriate. 
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Listed below are 80119 of the organizations conducting relief efforts in El 
Salvador. (Inclusion in this list does not constitute endorsement or 
nonendorseaent of the organizations.) 
1. SBARB Foundation 
P .o. Box 53372 
Washington, D.C. 20009 
(1'he Salvadoran Humanitarian Aid, Research and Education 
Foundation--collec:ts financial contributions for the ten 
refugee c:amps operated by the Catholic Church in Bl Salvador.) 
2. International Ccaaittee of the Red Cross 
815 Second Avenue, Room 1021 
Hew York, Hew York 10017 Attn: El Salvador 
(ICRC gives humanitarian aid to all victims of the present 
political strife in Bl Salvador.) 
3. OBICBP 
331 Bast 38th Street 
New York, Hew York 10016 
4. American Friends Service Committee 
1501 Cherry Street 
Philadelphia, PeMSylvania 19102 
5. Pan American Health Organization 
525 23rd Street, N.W. 
Washingtcxi, n.c. 20037 
6. Ccmlttee for Health Rights in El Salvador 
P.O. Box 1194 
Salinas, California 93902 
7. Medical. Aid for Bl Salvador 
P.O. Box 3282 
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MERICAN RURSES' ASSOCIATION BOOSE OP IELEGP.ff!S 
Resolution: 28 
(A-84) 
Subject: El Salvador 
Introduced by: Massachusetts 'Rurses Association 
Referred to: 
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Reference Comnittee c 
(Jo Ann Page, M.-R., R.H., chairperson} 
'l'he American Nurses• Association ls COllllllitted to the 
protection of human rights, and through its historical. 
role in the International Council of Rurses, has worked 
for the advancement of nursing and the improvement of 
health throughout the vorl.d; and 
The El Salvador 'Rurses' Association has made public 
notice, in the San Salvador press, of its deep concern for 
the kidnappings of its members and has urged those 
responsible to respect the a:>ral and physical integrity of 
the disappeared; and 
The nurses of El Salvador have dedicated themselves to 
humanitarian service to improve the health of the 
Salvadoran people, and 
Numerous nurses have been killed,. tortured, imprisoned, or 
have fled Bl Salvador because of the climate of terror; 
and 
There is evidence of abuses of the l864 Geneva Convention 
. regarding the protection of health personnel, preventing 
nurses from carrying out their professional responsi-
bilities, and 
There is virtually a breakdown in the health care system; 
and 
There is violation of nurses• human rights predicated upon 
physical and psychological integrity, which are impossible 
to maintain in a society disintegrating under the pressure 
of political repression, economic adversity and conflict; 
and 
The nurses in El Salvador are prevented frca any aoeia.t 
organization,. an essential activity associated with the 
delivery of health carer therefore be it 
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AMERICAN NURSES• ASSOCIATION 
CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
Sunmary of the Development 
of the Baccalaureate Completion 
Scholarship Fund 
The concern of the Co11111ission on Human Rights for access of minority students 
to baccalaureate nursing education was recognized and affirmed by the ANA 
House of Delegates in 1978. The delegates passed a Resolution on Baccalaureate 
Scholarship Program which called for ANA to support the Co11111ission on Human 
Rights in its effort to create a scholarship fund to support baccalaureate 
education for registered nurses, with the criteria for selection of scholar-
ship recipients reflective of national priorities for increasing access to 
nursing care in underserved areas of our population. 
In 1980 the ANA House of Delegates adopted a resolution on Minority Repre-
sentation in Nursing Education. This resolution noted that proposed changes 
in educational requirements may have significant iir.pact upon minority repre-
sentation in nursing and it called for a number of specific actions intended 
to increase infonnational, legislative, and financial support for minority 
students in basic and graduate nursing education programs. 
A training grant application was submitted by ANA and the conmission to the 
Department of Health and Human Services in the spring of 1982. The project 
had four objectives: 
1. To provide financial assistance for BSN education to a minimum 
of 25 RNs from underrepresented populations per year, the total 
amount of assistance not to exceed $2,000 per student per year 
for up to two years. 
2. To develop a list of rating criteria for potential RN/BSN 
students in the selection of an educational program. 
3. To assist nationally accredited nursing schools with recruit-
ment ••• of RNs from underrepresented populations 
4. To provide a support mechanism for trainees ••. 
The project was not funded by the Department of Health and Htnan Services. 
Subsequently, at the conmission 1s request, in May 1982, funds were solicited 
to begin a scholarship fund. As a result of that effort. donations totaling 
$2,500 were received and held in an interest-bearing account through the 
P.merfcan Nurses• Foundation. 
The Cabinet on Human Rights conducted an intensive review of potential 
administrative 11 homes 11 for the BSN Completion Scholarship at its Septenber 
1983 meeting. Consideration was given to administrative costs, utilization 
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of interest on any principal. criteria for selection of recipients, 
solicitation of funds, acknowledgement of sponsors, and minimum costs to 
establish a scholarship fund. As a result of this review, the cabinet 
recoanended to the ANA Board of Directors that the placement of the fund be 
with another organization. The cabinet further reco11111ended that the Board 
of Directors of ANA provide a first-year contribution of $50,000. 
The ANA Board of Directors met December 14-16, 1983, and took action 
related to recorrmendations from the cabinet. The board conmitted $50,000 
($10,000 per year) over a five year period for the establishment of the 
ANA Baccalaureate Scholarship Fund for ethnic minority nurses, to be admini-
stered under the auspice of the Ethnic/Racial Minority project as long as 
that project exists within ANA. The board also agreed that the interest 
from the Clara Lockwood Fu~d would be used to award graduate education 
scholarships for ethnic minority nurses under the administration of the 
Ethnic/Minority project. 
Since that time the cabinet has met with Dr. Hattie Bessent, deputy executive 
director, Ethnic/Racial Minority Fellowship Programs, several times and has 
had representatives on an advisory conmittee for establishing the scholarship 
program. 
Dr. Bessent reported to the cabinet that over 80 applications have been 
received for the initial year's scholarship grants. 
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